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Presenting the latest competition for the members of the ASBMB. 
All correct entries received by the Editors (editor@asbmb.org.au) 
before 4 June 2018 will enter the draw to receive a gift voucher.

With thanks to Shaun Gaskin.

From the four lists below, can you determine the odd item out? 

List 1 – hint: ASBMB Meetings
1963
2010
2000
1977
1993
1985

List 2 – hint: 26th of January
Andrew Lowe
Anna Buduls
Jeffrey Rosenfeld
Jennifer Martin
David Astbury
Andrew Nicholls

Competition: Odd One Out

List 3 – hint: Australian Biochemist 
Showcase on Research
Apoptosis
Lactation
Epigenetics
Neuroscience
Obesity

List 4 – hint: Asia and Oceania
Melbourne
Dunedin
Manila
Karachi
Singapore
Suva

‘Nobel Prize Codeword’ Winner
The winner of the December competition 
is Joe Kaczmarski, Research School of 
Chemistry, Australian National University.
Congratulations to Joe, who will receive 
a gift voucher.

The codeword is: STOCKHOLM 
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Publications	with	Impact	profiles	recent,	high	impact	publications	by	ASBMB	members. 
These	short	summaries	showcase	some	of	the	latest	research	by	presenting 
the	work	in	a	brief	but	accessible	manner.	If	your	work	has	recently	been 

published	in	a	high	profile	journal,	please	contact	us	at	editor@asbmb.org.au.

Malaria Parasites Hijack Transferrin Receptor
for Entry into Human Blood

Gruszczyk	J,	Kanjee	U,	Chan	LJ,	Menant	S,	Malleret	B,	Lim	NTY,	Schmidt	CQ,	Mok	YF,	Lin	KM,	
Pearson	RD,	Rangel	G,	Smith	BJ,	Call	MJ,	Weekes	MP,	Griffin	MDW,	Murphy	JM,	Abraham	J,	

Sriprawat	K,	Menezes	MJ,	Ferreira	MU,	Russell	B,	Renia	L,	Duraisingh	MT,	Tham	WH*.	Transferrin	
receptor	1	is	a	reticulocyte-specific	receptor	for	Plasmodium vivax. Science	2018;	359(6371):48-55.

*Corresponding	author:	tham@wehi.edu.au

Plasmodium vivax in the most widely distributed 
malaria	 parasite	 that	 infects	 humans.	 P. vivax has 
strict	specificity	for	invasion	and	growth	in	young	red	
blood	 cells	 called	 reticulocytes.	 The	 Tham	 lab	 has	
identified	a	new	host–pathogen	interaction	between	
the	 essential	 housekeeping	 protein	 transferrin	
receptor	 1	 and	 parasite	 adhesin	 PvRBP2b.	 This	
new invasion pathway plays a critical role in the 
successful entry of P. vivax	into	reticulocytes.		

Malaria parasites are obligate intracellular pathogens. 
To survive within the human host, red blood cell 
invasion is an essential step in the parasite’s lifecycle. 
Understanding how malaria parasites invade red blood 
cells and developing interventions to block entry are 
key tools for effective malaria elimination. P. vivax only 
invades young red blood cells called reticulocytes. One of 
the major questions in P. vivax biology is: What governs 
P. vivax entry into reticulocytes and not mature red blood 
cells? For decades, P. vivax infections in humans have 

been defined by a critical requirement for the interaction 
between the parasite adhesin, Duffy binding protein 
(PvDBP) and the Duffy antigen/receptor for chemokines 
receptor (DARC). However, the presence of P. vivax 
in apparently DARC negative individuals, and the fact 
that DARC is present on both mature red cells and 
reticulocytes highlight that this ligand–receptor interaction 
cannot govern selective entry into reticulocytes.

To identify the reticulocyte-specific receptor required for 
P. vivax entry, our lab focused on a family of parasite 
adhesins known as P. vivax reticulocyte-binding proteins 
and one of its members, PvRBP2b. We observed 
early on that recombinant PvRBP2b binds only to 
reticulocytes with high surface expression of transferrin 
receptor 1 (TfR1). TfR1 is an essential housekeeping 
protein involved in transport of iron into cells through 
binding of iron-loaded transferrin. On red blood cells, 
TfR1 is expressed specifically on reticulocytes and is 
progressively lost from their membranes as they mature. 
TfR1 forms a dimer and its ectodomain consists of three 
subdomains: a protease-like domain, an apical domain 
and a helical domain responsible for dimerisation. 
While TfR1 is essential for human physiology, several 
pathogens use TfR1 as entry portals into cells. TfR1 is 
co-opted by five New World haemorrhagic arenaviruses, 
which includes Machupo virus, that cause Ebola-like 
diseases in South America. Previous studies show that 
the entry glycoprotein of Machupo virus binds the apical 
domain of TfR1, which is not involved in iron transport. 
We observed that the entry glycoprotein for Machupo 
virus outcompeted PvRBP2b for interaction with TfR1, 
demonstrating that TfR1’s apical domain provides a 
critical recognition site for these viruses and P. vivax.

We established that PvRBP2b binds specifically to TfR1 
on reticulocytes as a PvRBP2b reticulocyte binding was 
markedly reduced in the presence of antibodies against 
TfR1. A stable ternary complex between PvRBP2b, 
TfR1 and transferrin was isolated using size exclusion 
chromatography, demonstrating that the binding of the 
parasite ligand to TfR1 does not interfere with TfR1 

Publications with Impact

Plasmodium vivax invasion into reticulocytes is dependent 
on key interactions between parasite adhesins and 

red blood cell receptors. The PvRBP2b-TfR1 invasion 
pathway is critical for P. vivax entry into reticulocytes.
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Publications with Impact
binding its human ligand, transferrin. To show definitively 
that TfR1 is important in P. vivax invasion, we utilised 
CRISPR-Cas 9 methods to generate a deletion at glycine 
217 in the apical domain of TfR1. This single amino 
acid deletion in TfR1 resulted in a significant reduction 
in PvRBP2b binding to cells. More importantly, P. vivax 
invasion was completely abolished in the presence of 
these TfR1 mutant cells. Collectively, these experiments 
established that the PvRBP2b-TfR1 invasion pathway 
was critical to P. vivax entry into reticulocytes.

P. vivax harbours more genetic diversity compared to 
the most lethal human malaria parasite P. falciparum, 

with extensive polymorphisms in P. vivax populations in 
the Americas and Southeast Asia. Using P. vivax field 
isolates from Thailand and Brazil, we showed that our 
monoclonal antibodies to PvRBP2b could indeed inhibit 
P. vivax invasion from different geographical regions. 
Excitingly, the level of inhibition elicited were comparable 
to previous studies using antibodies against PvDBP, 
the only vaccine candidate in current development 
against blood stage P. vivax infection. These monoclonal 
antibodies inhibited both complex formation and 
reticulocyte binding, clearly showing that the mechanism 
of inhibition was due to blocking PvRBP2b’s interaction 
with TfR1. Using the Australian Synchrotron, we obtained 
a high-resolution crystal structure of the PvRBP2b 
domain that is targeted by these neutralising antibodies. 
The combination of crystallography and sequence 
diversity analyses will allow us to identify and develop 
conserved inhibitory epitopes as future P. vivax vaccine 
immunogens. 

One of the key challenges in P. vivax research is the 
absence of a long term in vitro culture system and an 
inability to genetically modify the parasite. Together with 
our international team of collaborators and using various 
biochemical and structural approaches, we identified a 
key invasion pathway for P. vivax and established a novel 
vaccine candidate against this deadly malaria parasite. 

Wai-Hong	Tham
Walter	and	Eliza	Hall	Institute	of	Medical	Research

Tham laboratory. From left: Yi Jun Chen, 
Kai Yuan Guo, Li Jin Chan, Wen Qiang He, 

Wai-Hong Tham, Kaiseal Sarson Lawrence, Camila 
França, Jakub Gruszczyk and Sébastien Menant.

In	collaboration	with	the	Soga	and	Kuroda	labs	 in	
Japan,	the	James	lab	at	the	Charles	Perkins	Centre	
used a new metabolomics approach and systems 
biology	to	uncover	‘metabolic	priming’,	a	novel	role	
for	 insulin	 in	 metabolism.	 They	 found	 that	 insulin	
signalling	 triggers	 anabolism	 before	 substrates	
accumulate,	 creating	 a	 ‘demand-driven’	 system	 to	
prime	adipocytes	for	glucose	metabolism.

Adipose tissue is commonly seen as a mere storage 
depot for nutrients after a meal. However, there is new 
evidence that adipocytes play a key role in metabolic 
health. A defect in their ability to take up glucose is one 
of the earliest defects in insulin resistance (pre-diabetes) 
and this affects whole-body glucose homeostasis. Thus, 
we are keen to understand how glucose metabolism is 
regulated in adipocytes.

As undergraduates, we are taught that metabolism 
is controlled by levels of substrates and allosteric 
regulators. For instance, glycogen is made when there 
is an increase in glucose and the allosteric regulator 
of glycogen synthase, glucose 6-phosphate. This is 
essentially a ‘supply-driven’ system, whereby energy 
storage occurs when substrates accumulate in excess of 
energy requirements.

This regulation is complemented by the post-
translational modification of proteins in response 
to hormones. For example, following a meal, the 
hormone insulin acts on adipocytes to stimulate glucose 
oxidation and storage (lipid, glycogen). The insulin 
signal is transmitted by an intricate cascade of protein 
phosphorylation. This targets key proteins, for instance 
leading to translocation of glucose transporter GLUT4 

Transomics Reveals New Insights into How 
Insulin Choreographs Metabolic Traffic

Krycer	JR,	Yugi	K,	Hirayama	A,	Fazakerley	DJ,	Quek	LE,	Scalzo	R,	Ohno	S,	Hodson	MP,	
Ikeda	S,	Shoji	F,	Suzuki	K,	Domanova	W,	Parker	BL,	Nelson	ME,	Humphrey	SJ,	Turner	N,	
Hoehn	KL,	Cooney	GJ,	Soga	T,	Kuroda	S*,	James	DE*.	Dynamic	metabolomics	reveals	

that	insulin	primes	the	adipocyte	for	glucose	metabolism.	Cell Rep 2017;21(12):3536-3547.
*Corresponding	authors:	david.james@sydney.edu.au,	skuroda@bs.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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Conceptual summary of the study. Reproduced from 
Krycer et al. (2017), Cell Reports 21(12):3536-3547. 

The main labs involved in this study. The chief 
investigator, leading postdoctoral researcher in this 

project, and primary academic affiliation are indicated.

to the cell surface. This results in glucose uptake, thus 
increasing substrate ‘supply’ to drive energy storage. 
This is generally considered the main way that insulin 
regulates glucose metabolism in adipocytes. 

However, several years ago, using phosphoproteomics 
to map insulin action, we discovered that many metabolic 
enzymes were phosphorylated in response to insulin. 
Thus, we suspected that insulin played a wider role 
beyond glucose uptake. To test this idea, in our latest 
study we assessed how the adipocyte metabolome 
responds to insulin, using 13C-labelled glucose to track 
which pathways used the glucose that was taken up. 
Traditionally, 13C-tracer metabolomics requires steady-
state conditions, where cellular metabolism is not 
changing, and incubation with 13C-tracer for several 
hours. However, insulin changes protein phosphorylation 
within seconds. Thus, we performed our tracer 
experiment differently, taking many rapid time points and 
using alternate methods to analyse metabolic changes 
over time.

Using this ‘dynamic metabolomics’ approach, we 
found dramatic metabolic changes within minutes. 
Although glucose uptake was a major driver, the flow of 
glucose was very specific. For instance, glucose only 
favoured a couple of branch points coming off glycolysis. 
To see if insulin played a role in this, we compared 

our phosphoproteomic and metabolomics data in a 
‘transomic analysis’. This revealed that phosphorylation 
of metabolic enzymes occurred well before glucose 
uptake was maximal. In particular, anabolic (energy 
storage) pathways were activated before substrates had 
accumulated. This created a ‘demand-driven’ system, 
which could consume substrates to ‘pull’ glucose into 
these specific anabolic pathways. We refer to this 
phenomenon as ‘metabolic priming’. This complements 
the ‘supply-driven’ regulation of anabolism by substrate 
accumulation and highlights an additional role for insulin 
in adipocyte glucose metabolism.

We are currently exploring how this breaks down in 
insulin resistance, where enzymes may not be primed 
or insufficient glucose uptake may be unable to match 
this initial burst in anabolism. Overall, this highlights the 
power of comparing temporal changes across multiple 
‘omic’ layers simultaneously, which we anticipate will 
improve with new approaches in quantifying non-steady-
state metabolic flux and kinetic modelling.

David James 
Charles	Perkins	Centre,	University	of	Sydney
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The ‘Small Talk’ of Exercise
Whitham	M*,	Parker	BL,	Friedrichsen	M,	Hingst	JR,	Hjorth	M,	Hughes	WE,	Egan	CL,	Cron	L, 
Watt	KI,	Kuchel	RP,	Jayasooriah	N,	Estevez	E,	Petzold	T,	Suter	CM,	Gregorevic	P,	Kiens	B, 
Richter	EA,	James	DE,	Wojtaszewski	JFP,	Febbraio	MA*.	Extracellular	vesicles	provide 

a	means	for	tissue	crosstalk	during	exercise.	Cell Metab	2018;27:237-251.
*Corresponding	authors:	martwhitham@gmail.com,	m.febbraio@garvan.org.au

Led	 by	 Dr	 Martin	 Whitham	 and	 Professor	 Mark	
Febbraio, scientists at the Garvan Institute of Medical 
Research	have	 identified	a	new	paradigm	 in	 tissue	
cross	talk	during	exercise,	mediated	by	extracellular	
vesicles	(EVs).

Exercise capacity is a powerful predictor of all-cause 
mortality but the mechanisms by which the body adapts 
to physical activity are incompletely understood. For 
some years, researchers have postulated that humoral 
factors contribute to the physiological adaptations to 
exercise, but broad-scale identification of these factors 
has been hampered by considerable technical hurdles. 
Recognising that proteins can be packaged within nano-
sized EVs, the authors developed a proteomic technique 
to analyse the protein content therein, hypothesising that 
tissues might release EVs during exercise. 

Blood was sampled from the femoral artery of eight 
male, human participants carrying out one hour of 
exhaustive cycling exercise. Proteomic analysis of the 
vesicles isolated revealed a significant enrichment after 
exercise in several classes of proteins that constitute 
exosomes and small vesicles. Furthermore, several 

glycolytic enzymes were significantly elevated within 
vesicles in circulation after the exercise bout. This is all 
the more remarkable given that none of these proteins 
involved in glycolysis contain a signal sequence peptide. 
Indeed, 80% of the 5359 proteins identified in the EV 
lysates lacked a signal peptide, indicating that EVs 
provide an underappreciated form of transport for non-
classically secreted proteins.

To address the question of where exercise-liberated 
EVs might localise, the authors labelled EVs isolated 
from exercised and non-exercised mice with a lipophilic, 
fluorescent dye and injected them into the venous 
circulation of recipient mice. Intravital imaging revealed 
a clear propensity of exercised liberated EVs to localise 
in the liver within one hour of injection. Further, treatment 
of liver cells with EVs isolated from stable isotope 
labelled (SILAC), exercised mice allowed the authors to 
distinguish proteins originating from the EVs from those 
endogenous to the liver cells via mass spectrometry 
based proteomics. Several small vesicle and exosome 
markers were transferred from vesicle to liver cell along 
with a selection of adhesion proteins such as tetraspanins 
and integrins that likely mediate EV–cell interaction.

Finally, since several proteins, or ‘myokines’, have been 
identified as secreted products of skeletal muscle during 
exercise, the authors considered whether EVs might be 
a means by which skeletal muscle might release proteins 
independently of classical secretion. By combining the 
quantitative proteomic EV data from samples taken from 
the femoral artery with that taken from the femoral vein, 
and factoring in blood flow, the authors were able to 
estimate net flux across the exercising limb of over 600 
proteins immediately after exercise. Over 30 proteins 
had significant rates of release, confirming EVs facilitate 
this process and highlighting these proteins as novel 
myokine candidates that warrant further investigation.

In summary, these findings introduce a new concept 
in tissue crosstalk during exercise. Importantly, this 
provides a new avenue of discovery in the biology of 
exercise and the understanding of the effects of exercise 
on health and wellbeing.

Martin	Whitham
Garvan Institute of Medical Research

Publications with Impact

Article authors at the Garvan Institute of Medical 
Research. From left: Division of Diabetes and 
Metabolism Head, Professor Mark Febbraio,

Dr Emma Estevez, Dr William Hughes, Casey Egan,
Dr Marit Hjorth and Group Leader, Dr Martin Whitham.
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Active Downregulation of 
Contractile Adherens Junctions

Liang	X,	Budnar	S,	Gupta	S,	Verma	S,	Han	SP,	Hill	MM,	Daly	RJ,	Parton	RG,	Hamilton	NA, 
Gomez	GA*,	Yap	AS*.	Tyrosine	dephosphorylated	cortactin	downregulates	contractility 

at	the	epithelial	zonula	adherens	through	SRGAP1.	Nat Commun	2017;8:790.
*Corresponding	author:	guillermo.gomez@unisa.edu.au,	a.yap@uq.edu.au

Xuan	 Liang,	 Alpha	 Yap	 and	 their	 collaborators	
from	 the	 University	 of	 Queensland’s	 Institute	 for	
Molecular	 Bioscience,	 QIMR	 Berghofer	 Medical	
Research	 Institute	 and	 Monash	 University	 recently	
uncovered	a	signaling	pathway	 that	can	be	utilised	
by	morphogenetic	 signals	 to	 actively	 downregulate	
contractile	forces	at	cell–cell	adherens	junctions	(AJ).

Epithelial adherens junctions are sites where the 
actomyosin cytoskeleton is functionally coupled to 
E-cadherin adhesion, both by protein–protein interactions 
and cell signalling. In particular, the RhoA GTPase 
is found prominently at adherens junctions, where it 
supports junctional contractility for epithelial integrity 
and morphogenesis. However, epithelia are dynamic 
tissues, implying that there may be circumstances 
where contractility and adhesion might need to be 
downregulated. Yet, little has been known about how this 
might be achieved. Here we identified such a pathway 
that involved the interplay between a cytoskeletal 
element, cortactin, and the RhoA inactivator, SLIT-ROBO 
Rho GTPase activating protein 1 (SRGAP1).

Cortactin is a scaffolding protein that is recruited to 
junctions through its association with E-cadherin. It 
is widely reported to facilitate F-actin assembly with 
the Arp2/3 actin nucleator. Cortactin was also first 
discovered as a substrate for protein tyrosine kinases, 

such as Src. Interestingly, tyrosine-phosphorylated 
cortactin is found at AJ and junctional contractility 
was compromised when cortactin-depleted cells were 
reconstituted with phosphodeficient cortactin mutants. 
Therefore, its tyrosine-phosphorylation status allowed 
cortactin to influence contractility. Surprisingly, this was 
not due to changes in F-actin. Instead, we found that 
junctional Myosin II was depleted when cortactin could 
not be tyrosine-phosphorylated. As might be expected, 
given its canonical role in stimulating Myosin II, RhoA 
signaling at junctions was also compromised. The 
pathway responsible turned out to be complex. Briefly, 
we found that tyrosine dephosphorylated cortactin binds 
and recruits SRGAP1 to junctions to downregulate 
RhoA. This adds to a growing realisation that the actin 
cytoskeleton (a key target of RhoA) can also feed back 
to regulate it, both positively and negatively.

We then sought to find a functional context where 
cortactin might be tyrosine dephosphorylated to 
downregulate RhoA. We found this when epithelia 
were exposed to hepatocyte growth factor (HGF). HGF 
is a major epithelial morphogen implicated in tissue 
organisation, tumor progression and inflammation. It 
causes cells to separate from one another when grown 
in subconfluent cultures (hence its other early name, 
scatter factor) but also downregulates AJ in confluent 
monolayers. We found that this reflected the cortactin-
SRGAP1 pathway. HGF increased the amount of 
tyrosine-dephosphorylated cortactin that was found at 
AJ, which then recruited SRGAP1 to downregulate RhoA 
and junctional contractility. 

Publications with Impact

Top: Downregulation of epithelial adherens
junctions and contractile force by cortactin
 tyrosine dephosphorylation and SRGAP1.

Bottom: SRGAP1 at epithelial adherens junctions.

Yap lab members.
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Of note, HGF increases the motility of epithelial cells, 

both when they migrate within confluent monolayers 
and when those cells move collectively to fill artificial 
wounds. And this seems to involve the RhoA-inhibitory 
pathway that we identified, since HGF did not increase 
migration when SRGAP1 was depleted. Therefore,  
downregulating junctional processes, by mechanisms 

such as the cortactin-SRGAP1 pathway may be an 
avenue for epithelial morphogenesis to be regulated, in 
both physiological and pathophysiological circumstances.

Xuan	Liang	and	Alpha	Yap
Institute for Molecular Bioscience,

University	of	Queensland

Tracking Synaptic Vesicles to Uncover 
Their Hidden Secrets at the Synapse

Joensuu	M**,	Martínez-Mármol	R**,	Padmanabhan	P,	Glass	NR,	Durisic	N,	Pelekanos	M, 
Mollazade	M,	Balistreri	G,	Amor	R,	Cooper-White	JJ,	Goodhill	GJ,	Meunier	FA*. 
Visualizing	endocytic	recycling	and	trafficking	in	live	neurons	by	subdiffractional 

tracking	of	internalized	molecules.	Nat Protoc	2017;12(12):2590-2622.
*Corresponding	author:	f.meunier@uq.edu.au				**Equal	contribution

Subdiffractional	tracking	of	internalised	molecules	
(sdTIM)	 is	 a	 new	 super-resolution	 application	
technique	 to	 examine	 the	 mobility	 states	 of	 small	
endocytic structures, such as synaptic vesicles 
and	 signaling	 endosomes	 in	 live	 neurons.	 SdTIM	
was	 developed	 through	 an	 interdisciplinary	
collaboration between Frederic Meunier’s laboratory 
at	 the	 Queensland	 Brain	 Institute	 (QBI)	 and	 other	
laboratories	 from	 QBI,	 the	 Australian	 Institute	
for	 Bioengineering	 and	 Nanotechnology,	 and	 the	
University	of	Helsinki,	Finland.

There are approximately 100 billion nerve cells 
in our brain, which constantly exchange and 
process information. This information is encoded by 
neurotransmitters that are stored in synaptic vesicles 
(SVs). SVs are tiny (~45 nm in diameter) cellular 
structures, which are highly enriched in presynaptic 
nerve terminals. 

Upon nerve stimulation, SVs undergo Ca2+-dependent 
fusion with the presynaptic plasma membrane, thereby 
releasing neurotransmitters into the synaptic cleft where 
they can bind to postsynaptic receptors and transmit the 
information to the postsynaptic neuron. Following fusion, 
the vesicle membrane molecules are retrieved from the 
plasma membrane by compensatory endocytosis to 
reform SVs, therefore keeping their number constant. 
Despite their uniform physical appearance, endocytosed 
SVs are molecularly heterogeneous and are also spatially 
distributed into several different pools. 

Understanding the SV recycling process and the 
organisation of different SV pools has become one of 
the most important aspects of modern neurobiology. 
For decades, the small size (~1 mm in diameter) and the 
crowded environment of the presynaptic terminals have 
been the main limitations to decipher the mechanisms 
governing SV physiology. The use of amperometry 
and electron microscopy techniques have helped to 
overcome these limitations and brought some light to 

the aforementioned question. However, these powerful 
techniques are greatly limited by the lack of ability to 
provide quantitative, dynamic information on the mobility 
of SVs. 

We recently developed a new super-resolution 
technique called sdTIM (subdiffractional tracking of 
internalised molecules) to image single bright fluorescent 
molecules following internalisation into SVs. This pulse-
chase technique allows the visualisation and tracking of 
endocytic structures smaller than the diffraction limit of 
conventional light microscopes. This method, published 
first in the Journal of Cell Biology in 2016, relies on 
imaging anti-green fluorescent protein Atto647N-tagged 
nanobodies trapped in SVs in live hippocampal nerve 
terminals expressing vesicle-associated membrane 
protein 2 (VAMP2)–pHluorin. SdTIM allows the imaging 
and tracking of multiple SVs simultaneously for long 

Synaptic vesicle sdTIM team from Professor Meunier’s 
Single Molecule Neuroscience laboratory at the Clem 
Jones Centre for Ageing Dementia Research of the 

Queensland Brain Institute, University of Queensland. 
From left: Dr Mahdie Mollazade, Dr Ramón Martínez-
Mármol, Dr Merja Joensuu, Prof Frederic A. Meunier 

and Dr Pranesh Padmanabhan.
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Publications with Impact
duration (~ 0.2 s) with high spatio-temporal resolution (~ 
40 nm), and to characterise the heterogeneous mobility 
states of individual SVs in live neurons. Additionally, by 
employing Bayesian model selection applied to Hidden 
Markov Modeling (HMM-Bayes), the different mobility 
states of SVs can be dissected. Combining sdTIM with 
HMM-Bayes allowed us to determine the number and the 
state occupancy of active transport and diffusive states 
underlying a particular SV trajectory, and the transition 
probabilities between the different mobility states. We 
revealed that SVs switch between different diffusive 
states, or a combination of diffusive and transport states 
with opposite directionality, and are less likely to switch 
to the transport motion after confinement. Importantly, 
these results unveiled a great heterogeneity in the SV 
mobility and highlighted the necessity to measure the 
individual molecules movement instead of relying on bulk 
measurements. 

The detailed sdTIM protocol and further extensions 
for (i) dual-color super-resolution imaging of Atto565-
tagged nanobodies and Alexa647-tagged cholera 
toxin subunit-B internalised in SVs and signaling 
endosomes, respectively, and (ii) imaging long-
range axonal retrograde transport with ~30–50 
nm localisation precision, was published in Nature 
Protocols in December 2017. The  optimised SdTIM 
protocol provides a powerful imaging technique that is 
highly suitable for tracking a variety of labeled cargo 
molecules along different endocytic pathways in a wide 
range of cell types. 
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AT, Cooper-Williams E, Morrow IC, Harper CB, Jung 
W, Parton RG, Goodhill GJ, Papadopulos A, Meunier 
FA. J Cell Biol 2016;215(2):277-292.

2. Joensuu M, Martínez-Mármol R, Padmanabhan P, 
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Ramón	Martínez-Mármol,	
Queensland	Brain	Institute

A. Trajectory map of Atto647N-nanobodies bound to 
VAMP2–pHluorin over 16,000 frames in presynapses 
and axons of a live hippocampal neuron. Trajectory 
colour coding corresponds to the acquisition frame 
number. Bar is 5 µm.
B. Using HMM-Bayes, we discovered that SV exhibit 
highly heterogeneous transport dynamics. An example 
of a three-state model (D-DV-DV) that best describes 
the mobility patterns of SVs in a presynapse is shown. 
Here D represents a diffusive state and DV represents 
active transport state. Circles represent the different 
states, and their area is proportional to the percentage 
occupation of VAMP2–pHluorin–bound Atto647N 
nanobodies in the respective state. Pij, where i = 1, 2, or 
3 and j = 1, 2, or 3, are the transition probabilities, with i 
= j indicating the probability of staying in the same state 
and i ≠ j indicating the probability of switching to another 
state. The inferred apparent diffusion coefficients and 
velocity magnitudes are presented.
Adapted from © 2016 Joensuu et al., Journal of Cell 
Biology 215(2):277-292. DOI: 10.1083/jcb.201604001
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The smarter system for live cell analysis 

LIVECYTE: KINETIC IMAGE CYTOMETER 
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ASBMB Education Feature
The	ASBMB	Education	Feature	is	coordinated	by	Susan	Rowland	(s.rowland1@uq.edu.au) and

Nirma	Samarawickrema	(nirma.samarawickrema@monash.edu).		We	welcome	your	contributions!

The education of science students at both the 
undergraduate and postgraduate levels, should, in part, 
contribute to the students’ employability and career 
readiness. Providing authentic learning experiences 
(i.e., experiences that can be translated into a real-world 
context) is key to allowing students to move closer to 
the employment opportunities they are seeking following 
graduation.

Applied science courses such as Nursing, 
Physiotherapy, Veterinary Medicine and other public 
health disciplines can achieve this by including periods 
of work integrated learning (work-based placements), 
where students can be given specific training within 
the environment of their chosen vocation. For students 
studying life science disciplines, including biomedicine, 
biochemistry and biotechnology, such work placements 
do not often exist. This provides a challenge for 
educators to ensure that students leave our courses with 
skills that may benefit them across the many different 
scientific career paths that they may seek. Additionally, 
many students face the challenge of applying for their 

first job with limited professional work experience.
We have addressed this in our Master of Biotechnology 

and Bioinformatics degree at La Trobe University 
(a postgraduate coursework degree) by creating an 
authentic learning environment within the classroom 
setting that takes students from the initial stages of 
seeking employment through to working in a professional 
setting. The assessment tasks include: writing a cover 
letter and resume; performing in an interview for a job; 
and working in teams to establish a virtual biotechnology 
company.

During these tasks, students identify the transferable 
skills required for a job in a scientific industry, practice 
and develop these skills during the team task, receive 
feedback and finally, incorporate these skills and 
experiences into future job applications when entering 
the workforce. Importantly, through this task, students 
are also applying and developing discipline-specific 
knowledge from the technical lab-based subjects that 
they are studying in parallel.

The model presented here encourages students to 
customise their learning 
experience by choosing 
to develop the skills 
that will be of the most 
benefit to them during 
their chosen career 
path. Through this 
process, students are 
building a portfolio of 
demonstrable attributes 
such as: communication; 
problem solving; time 
management; conflict 
resolution; research 
and inquiry that can 
be fed back into future 
job applications via an 
updated resume and 
cover letter.

After three years of 
implementation within 
the subject BioBusiness 
Management, anecdotal 
evidence suggests that 

Embedding Authentic Practices
to Enhance Student Employability

Jeff Yeoman and Linda Ward, Department of Biochemistry and Genetics, 
La Trobe Institute of Molecular Science, La Trobe University

mailto:s.rowland1%40uq.edu.au?subject=
mailto:nirma.samarawickrema%40monash.edu?subject=
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Dr Jeff Yeoman: moving from New Zealand in 2007 to complete a PhD, Jeff has been lecturing at La Trobe University 
since graduating in 2011 and has coordinated the BIO5BBM subject since 2014.
Dr Linda Ward: after working in the biotechnology industry for several years, Linda took up a teaching-focused 
position at La Trobe University. Linda has been coordinating course work subjects and supervising postgraduate 
students in the Master of Biotechnology and Bioinformatics course since 2010.
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students are engaging with the model positively and 
view themselves as more employable than they would 
otherwise have been. By embedding this authentic 
learning activity within the curriculum, many students 
transition from passengers to active participants in their 
career planning. With an ongoing emphasis on improving 
employability outcomes for science graduates, a formal 
plan to evaluate the benefits of embedding career-
focused learning activities is underway.

There is no greater frustration than reading a student’s 
exam answer and realising that they totally and completely 
got the wrong end of the stick. Maybe that student was 
daydreaming during that class or suffered exam-anxiety 
brain blank. It’s even worse, however, if the student’s 
mistake reveals a misconception that is shared across 
much of the class. How can you tell whether you have 
a single student error, or a systemic problem? Here’s a 
quick guide. 

Step 1
Identify the misconceptions. We recommend using 

some ‘explain how...’ questions on each exam; these can 
reveal the strange things students sometimes think. An 
alternative approach is to test whether your students hold 
misconceptions that have been seen before. There are 
plenty of papers in the Science Education literature on 
misconceptions. There are also specific multiple choice 
question sets, known as concept inventories, that can be 
used to identify whether your own students hold the same 
misconceptions. For Biochemistry, try the foundational 
chemistry concept test in Villefañe et al. (1).

Step 2
Identify the persistent misconceptions. When students 

have high confidence in their incorrect answer, they 
are likely to cling to a misconception (which makes it 
persistent). Add a Likert scale to the end of multiple-

choice questions; ask students to rate their confidence 
in their answer from very high confidence down to 
no confidence at all. This scale, and the students’ 
answers, can identify the most strongly-held, common 
misconceptions in your cohort (see representative 
graph of four different concept questions). This is the 
place for you to start your remedial teaching.

Four Steps to Solving the
Student Misconception Problem

Heather Verkade and Terrence Mulhern, Department of
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Melbourne

Heather Verkade and Terry Mulhern are Senior Lecturers 
at the University of Melbourne. They collaborate to 

improve the teaching of Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology, and to bring active learning into large classes.
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What encompasses the role of lecturer in contemporary 
higher education? This is a central question I have 
reflected on during my maiden year of lecturing. Existing 
in our collective consciousness is the evocative portrait 
of the wise academic pontificating to attentive students. 
However, recent movement toward active, student-
centred learning in a growing number of Australian 

universities may be redefining the roles, responsibilities 
and professional identity of contemporary lecturers. It’s 
apparent that the traditional notion of the lecturer as a 
purveyor of knowledge is quickly being subsumed by 
a multifaceted role involving content curation, learning 
design, and teaching focused on the development of 
workplace competencies. Contemporary lecturers are 
now likely to devote a significant amount of time to 
the creation of learning experiences through tailored, 
yet scalable, activities and assessment in which the 
lecturer acts as the ‘guide on the side’ rather than the 
‘sage on the stage’. Lecturers are also increasingly 
likely to engage with industry partners in the design and 
delivery of learning and teaching. It is tempting therefore 
to consider how individual educational philosophies and 
teaching practices may manifest in this role of ‘academic 
chaperone’. 

Undoubtedly, creative and interpersonal abilities 
will play an increasingly significant part in the role of 
the contemporary lecturer, as they will in many other 
professions affected by the advent of automation and 
digital disruption. Yet there are no formal teaching 
qualifications required of nascent (or experienced) 
lecturers, which could help to bridge the divide between 

What is the Role of Today’s University Lecturer?
Daniel Czech, School of Biomedical Sciences, Monash University

Daniel Czech is an Assistant Lecturer in the
School of Biomedical Sciences at Monash University.

Step 3
Change the students’ minds. This is not easy. 

Misconceptions are often tenacious and hard to 
budge. In fact, simply telling students the correct 
fact can actually result in students hearing their own 
misconception in your words, and the misconception 
becoming reinforced! But, as most tenaciously rusted-
on bolts can be moved by some WD-40, elbow grease 
and a long wrench, there are some reliable ways to 
move entrenched misconceptions. We present methods 
suitable for a range of classroom situations in our 
recently published guide, Misconceptions as a trigger 
for enhancing student learning in higher education: a 
handbook for educators (2). 

Step 4
Take advantage of the misconceptions. When students 

are challenged with their own misunderstanding, this 
confusion and surprise can generate an important 
teaching moment as they self-evaluate. Self-evaluation – 
the testing and critical appraisal of your own knowledge 
– is a key component of self-regulated learning (SRL), 
which encompasses important skills needed to succeed 
in both higher education and today’s fluid job market. 
When we show students that they need to critically reflect 
on misconceptions, we are doing everyone a favour. 

References
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I’m definitely the sort of person that loves a good 
challenge, and I’m willing to try something unfamiliar if it 
has the potential to be interesting. I can’t say I always knew 
I wanted to be a scientist exactly, but I have always been 
a curious person and I enjoy opportunities to acquire new 
knowledge and skills. For me, the path of a scientist offered 
many exciting possibilities: asking questions to which no-
one knows the answer; coming up with new and creative 
ways to understand the natural world; training myself 
to recognise and distinguish inference, bias and fact. 
Despite minimal experience of science subjects (besides 
chemistry) at school, I commenced an undergraduate 
science degree at the University of Adelaide in 2002, and 
found myself sitting in my first biology lecture wondering 
what on earth a mitochondrion was.

It’s important for me to acknowledge that I became a 
scientist essentially by chance, because it highlights 
something that I have repeatedly found to be true: it’s OK 

not really knowing what you want to do next, or where the 
decisions you make are going to take you. Chance and 
uncertainty can often lead you down unexpectedly fruitful 

A Tale of Three Cities
Anne Raimondo, Senior Project Officer,

National Health and Medical Research Council

Written	by	former	researchers	who	have	now	established	careers	outside	of	
research,	Off	the	Beaten	Track	is	intended	to	give	the	readers	insights	into	the	
range	of	alternative	careers	available	to	them.	Authors	describe	the	paths	they	
have	taken	to	arrive	at	their	present	career	and	provide	a	detailed	description	

of	exactly	what	the	job	entails	on	a	day-to-day	basis.

Off the Beaten Track

Just another 
college dinner 

with my 
good friend 
Maja in the 

dining hall at 
Christ Church 

College, 
Oxford.
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the former didactic paradigm and the contemporary 
student-centred approach. In the absence of formal 
teaching qualifications, it is essential that organic 
opportunities for professional development, such as 
workshops by visiting scholars, mentoring programs, or 
educational conferences, be sought out by those new 
to teaching in higher education. In my own practice, this 
has led to at least four significant outcomes:
1. It has helped me to develop a more robust teaching 

practice by reinforcing and building on my prior 
educational philosophy

2. It has helped me to form a well-defined professional 
identity as a teaching practitioner in higher education

3. It has helped me to build networks with like-minded 
academics from different disciplines and pedagogical 
backgrounds

4. It has helped me to understand research paradigms 
not found in discipline-based research.

Perhaps that which most differentiates the position of 
education-oriented lecturer from purely teacher is the 
pursuit of educational scholarship and research. While 

many teachers will carefully observe student learning 
in order to improve their own teaching, lecturers in 
education-oriented roles will uniquely explore novel 
concepts and common challenges in teaching through 
rigorous, evidence-based investigation. These lecturers 
design and conduct research, which seeks a deeper 
understanding of the nature of education in their field, 
and disseminate their findings widely in order to have 
the greatest positive impact on the teaching profession. 

While individual engagement in educational 
scholarship, research and professional development 
are each noble and worthwhile endeavours, alone 
they may not be sufficient to enable sector-wide 
transformation to student-centred learning, particularly 
at a pace and scale needed to improve the eminence 
of teaching in Australian universities. As in all other 
levels of education, professional teaching registration 
by statutory or professional accrediting bodies may be 
a potent and necessary pathway in the quest to better 
define the roles, responsibilities and professional identity 
of contemporary lecturers in Australian universities.
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One of the highlights of the Oxford
rowing calendar: the Summer VIIIs races.

Helping year 3–4 students at a local 
grammar school make ‘beta-cells’ out of 
foam shapes for British Science Week.

paths, and give you opportunities you may otherwise not 
have experienced. After completing my undergraduate 
degree, I continued my training as a postgraduate student, 
simply because I enjoyed research and felt that I still had 
a lot to learn. I did my PhD in a very ‘do-it-yourself’ lab that 
forced me to take practical and intellectual responsibility for 
my work very early on. Although this was hard at the time, 
it proved a major asset when I decided I wanted to pursue 
a postdoc position overseas. My broad understanding of 
research concepts and techniques helped me secure a 
post at the University of Oxford, which I commenced in 
October 2011. 

My PhD project focused on transcription factors that 
influence obesity, and my role in Oxford continued that 
theme by studying cellular and molecular mechanisms 
for type 2 diabetes. I lived and worked in Oxford for five 
years alongside some of the best scientists in the world, 
many of whom are still close friends, and spent a lot of 
time ‘messing about in boats’ (it’s an occupational hazard 
of sorts in Oxford). With one eye on an uncertain future 
I also made a point of participating in public outreach 
events, postgraduate mentorship programs, and career 
workshops, as a means to extent myself beyond the 
‘research bubble’ and explore career options outside 
research.

In my experience, the research bubble is very good 
at convincing us that research is the only thing we 
scientists are really equipped to do. I spent almost six 
years as a postgraduate student and another five as a 
postdoc, and it took me a long time to appreciate that 
my experiences and training had given me a huge range 
of transferrable skills. I struggled for a long time with the 
decision to leave research, because it’s still regarded 
as the ‘default’ option for postdocs and my publication 
history was definitely good enough to be competitive in 
fellowship applications. In the end, though, the prospect 
of a lifetime lack of job permanence and a simple desire 
to try something new encouraged me to look elsewhere. 
Almost exactly one year ago, I accepted a position as a 
Senior Project Officer at the National Health and Medical 
Research Council in Canberra and it was, without doubt, 

the best decision for me.
I’m a member of the Research Grants Section at the 

NHMRC, which is responsible for administering several 
funding schemes including Project Grants. In the last year, 
I have contributed to a whole range of tasks including 
development of guidance, policy, and communications, 
coordinating with other teams to identify researchers 
that are willing to contribute to the peer review process, 
and communicating directly with these researchers to 
help them fulfil their responsibilities as peer reviewers. 
The NHMRC is also in an exciting period of transition 
to a new grant program so I am actively involved in the 
development of new software, systems and processes to 
support its implementation. The most challenging aspect 
for me has been adjusting to a new way of learning: 
whereas academia taught me first to identify a ‘big picture’ 
concept and then break it down into smaller objectives 
and individual experiments, at the NHMRC, the only way 
to get my head around the Section’s broader strategic 
objectives was to start off learning smaller, discrete tasks 
and increase my understanding of how they contribute to 
the bigger picture over time. 

You may not think that research prepares you 
particularly well for a career in the public service, but 
the exact details of your qualifications are less important 
than the underlying skills that they demonstrate. For 
example, your publication record is evidence of project 
planning, prioritisation, juggling competing deadlines, 
people management, risk management, supervision,  
budgeting, strategic thinking, creative problem solving, 
communicating with diverse audiences, a LOT of 
persistence… the list goes on and on. I use these 
skills every day and my research background helps 
me to understand my work in terms of how it benefits 
researchers, which is hugely important to me. Think about 
the processes you enjoy rather than just the outcomes, 
and you may find as I did that they are applicable to many 
career paths other than research. At the end of the day I 
took a chance and it turned out well. There’s no reason it 
can’t be the same for you!

Off the Beaten Track
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Whether you’re getting your first professional mentor 
or making the transition from mentee to mentor, it is 
always important to know what you want to gain from the 
experience. Typically, a mentor will hold a more senior 
role in your field and will share their own experiences and 
guidance with you. In all likelihood, you will not just have 
one mentor, but many through different phases in your 
professional journey. These experiences will probably 
differ substantially from one mentor to another, but that’s 
okay. A mentor–mentee relationship is different for every 
person, and here are our tips on finding the perfect 
mentor to suit you, no matter the timing or dynamics of 
the relationship. 
Get	to	know	your	potential	mentor.	This may sound 

like common sense, but you will want to choose a 
mentor that will benefit you the most. Look into their past 
achievements. Do these seem to align with what you 
are aiming for? If you choose someone based solely on 
their current position, they may not be the best to advise 
you on how to excel if they have come from a different 
academic/professional background. For the best result, 
this will require some forethought on your behalf; where 
do you see yourself progressing and how will you get 
there? Focus on that to determine who can best help you 
to achieve those goals. 
Be	clear	 about	 your	 expectations. No one wants a 

mentor or mentee walking away disappointed because 
no one was clear about what they wanted from the 
beginning. Be honest; the only person you are hurting by 
hiding your expectations is yourself. Giving your mentor 
clear outlines of what you want will help them tailor their 
advice for you and make the best use of the time you 
have together.
Meet	regularly.	Make sure to make time to meet with 

each other regularly. You both will no doubt have busy 
schedules at different times, however this will help you 
be the most efficient with your time. You won’t waste time 
refreshing each other’s memory of the last meeting you 
had over six months ago, you should just be able to start 
straight away from where you left off. If you keep the 
same meeting time, this will also help you organise your 
schedule and prepare for the meeting. 
Be	 realistic. Giving a job or award application to 

your mentor for proofreading two hours before the 
deadline? Forget it. These people will often have many 
commitments outside of their relationship with you, so 
you cannot expect to be prioritised at all times. Talk to 
them in advance about upcoming deadlines so that they 
can adjust their schedule ahead of time.

Stay	in	touch. Eventually the time will come when it is 
time for you to move on and progress, but that doesn’t 
mean you have to lose touch with your mentor. Key 
aspects for success in science include communication 
and making connections throughout your career. A 
previous mentor can be of great assistance further down 
the track and all it can take is an email every now and 
then to keep that relationship going – who knows, maybe 
you’ll be able to help them one day! 

The most important part of mentoring involves creating 
a safe space for ideas and advice to be shared between 
the mentor and mentee. Mentoring will form an important 
part of your scientific journey, no matter how long or short 
that may be. This can be incredibly rewarding for both 
parties and should be seen as a positive experience 
for everyone involved. Mistakes may happen on both 
sides, but don’t give up. Use this to improve as you move 
forward and enjoy all the advantages that mentoring has 
to offer!

SDS Page: 
Short Discussions for Students Page

The Ideal Mentoring Experience
Rachael Impey and Ally Mangion, La Trobe University 

Mentoring continues through many different stages of 
your career and evolves to suit your needs as it goes on.
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The NHMRC Grant Overhaul: What Impact Will
it Have on Early- and Mid-career Researchers?
Gaétan Burgio (John Curtin School of Medical Research) and 

Tatiana Soares da Costa (La Trobe Institute for Molecular Science)

The National Health and Medical Research Council 
(NHMRC) is the Australian Government’s primary 
health and medical research funding agency. Currently, 
researchers can apply to the NHMRC for research support 
via a Project or Program Grant or for salary support 
through the Fellowship scheme. The process is based 
on a rigorous and lengthy peer-review process involving 
thousands of academics in Australia and overseas 
(https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/_files_nhmrc/file/grants/apply/
peer_review_guidelines/2015/project_grants_peer_
review_guidelines_2015_attachment_c_141218.pdf). 

Unsustainability	of	the	current	grants	program	
The number of applications to the NHMRC has 

significantly increased over the years. On the other hand, 
the number of Projects and Fellowships awarded has 
remained steady, and the average funds allocated for 
research support packages and salaries per application 
has increased. The combination of these factors has led 
to a marked decrease in the success rate for the NHMRC 
schemes, dropping to a historical low of 13% in 2015, 
which results in a significant loss of diversity in the health 
and medical research sector. Alarmingly, in 2016, female 
researchers had a 12% success rate compared to 16% 
for males.

The uncertainty of funding has a serious negative 
impact on the most vulnerable in the sector including 
early- and mid-career researchers (EMCRs), women, 
and those facing career interruptions due to maternity 
leave or disabilities. Australian researchers are spending 
a substantial amount of time generating preliminary 
data and writing a research proposal that will most 

likely not be funded. EMCRs are feeling discouraged 
to pursue a career in research as they are less likely 
to be competitive than more established investigators 
(https://theconversation.com/are-we-funding-the-right-
researchers-in-australia-50064). This has led to a drop in 
the number of academics in Australia, especially EMCRs, 
which has severe implications for the future of health and 
medical research in our country. 

Changes	to	the	NHMRC	scheme
To tackle the drop in success rate, reduce the burden of 

writing grant proposals and nurture innovative ideas, the 
NHMRC conducted a structural review of the research 
grants scheme (https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/grants-
funding/structural-review-nhmrc-s-grant-program). As 
a result, a restructured grant funding program will be 
implemented in 2019 for funding starting in 2020, which 
includes four schemes: Investigator Grants, Synergy 
Grants, Ideas Grants and Strategic and Leveraging 
Grants. 
1.	 The NHMRC Fellowship scheme will be replaced by 

the Investigator Grant. This will provide not only salary 
(if required) but also a research support package that 
will be capped depending on the career stage. 

2.	 In order to foster innovative and creative research 
projects and reduce emphasis on track record, the 
current Project Grant will be replaced by the Ideas 
Grants scheme. This will be open to researchers at all 
career stages, including EMCRs.

3.	 The Program Grant scheme will be replaced by the 
Synergy Grants, which will foster multidisciplinary 
research teams, including EMCRs, to work together 
to answer complex questions. 

4.	 A Strategic and Leveraging Grants scheme will 
also be implemented targeting research in areas 
of national needs. The most significant changes 
here are an enhanced Targeted Calls for Research 
scheme and a dedicated funding stream for Clinical 
Trials and Cohort Studies. The latter recognises the 
increasing importance of these studies and their 
generally greater cost and complexity. The Strategic 
and Leveraging Grants also includes International 
Collaborative Schemes, Centres of Research 
Excellence, and Partnerships for Better Health and 
Development Grants.

Importantly, the number of grants a researcher can 
hold and the budget allocated per grant will be capped. 
For example, if an investigator holds an Investigator 
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https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/_files_nhmrc/file/grants/apply/peer_review_guidelines/2015/project_grants_peer_review_guidelines_2015_attachment_c_141218.pdf
https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/_files_nhmrc/file/grants/apply/peer_review_guidelines/2015/project_grants_peer_review_guidelines_2015_attachment_c_141218.pdf
https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/_files_nhmrc/file/grants/apply/peer_review_guidelines/2015/project_grants_peer_review_guidelines_2015_attachment_c_141218.pdf
https://theconversation.com/are-we-funding-the-right-researchers-in-australia-50064
https://theconversation.com/are-we-funding-the-right-researchers-in-australia-50064
https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/grants-funding/structural-review-nhmrc-s-grant-program
https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/grants-funding/structural-review-nhmrc-s-grant-program
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Grant, this researcher will not be able to apply for an 
Ideas Grant. Additionally, if an investigator holds two 
Ideas Grants, it will not be possible for this researcher 
to hold an Investigator Grant. Funding will continue to be 
provided based on rigorous peer review of applications to 
ensure transparency, probity and fairness. 

How	will	these	changes	affect	EMCRs?
While it may take a few years before seeing the full 

effects of the grants program overhaul, some of these 
changes are anticipated to affect EMCRs. Firstly, as 
the number of grants an investigator can hold will be 
capped and will based on career stage, it is expected that 
EMCRs will receive increased funding, enabling them to 
gain independence more rapidly. Secondly, since the 
Ideas Grant scheme will focus primarily on the innovation 
and significance of the proposed research and put less 
emphasis on track record, it is anticipated that EMCRs 
will be more competitive, and thus, more likely to be 
funded through this scheme. Thirdly, the multidisciplinary 

Program Grant scheme will include EMCRs, which is not 
the case under the current Program Grant scheme. 

Despite these changes, the NHMRC overall budget has 
been and will be flat for a numbers of years as additional 
resources are now directed towards the Medical 
Research Future Funds (https://researchaustralia.org/
budget-2017-18-budget-summary/). This implies that the 
new system will likely provide more funds to the same 
number of investigators that had a Fellowship in the 
current system for a longer period of time. Significantly, 
the number of funded Ideas Grants will at least halve 
compared to the number of Project Grants currently 
awarded. Finally, it is expected that there will be a marked 
increase in the number of applications in the next three 
to four years, which will continue to place Australian 
researchers under immense pressure. This may lead 
to a further drop out from academia due to a predicted 
decrease in the success rate. The next year or two will be 
crucial to measure how successful these changes will be 
to EMCRs and to our health and medical research sector.

News and Views

Nominations are called for the following positions on the Council of the Australian Society for 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Inc for 2019: Secretary, Treasurer, Editor, Secretary for Sustaining 
Members and State Representatives.

President L. Tilley
President Elect J. Mackay 
Secretary B. Forbes#
Treasurer M. Kvansakul#
Editor S. Mathivanan#
Education Representative S. Rowland
Secretary for Sustaining Members S. Jay#

ACT M. Johnson#
NSW K. Quinlan#
Vic E. Lee#
Qld B. Schulz#
SA M. Corbett#
Tas K. Brettingham-Moore#
WA M. Murcha#

State Representatives shall hold office for one year and shall be eligible for re-election for two, but not more 
than two, succeeding years. See the ASBMB Constitution on the website for terms of other Council members. 

Nomination forms are available on the ASBMB website. Nominations for all vacant positions must be signed 
and seconded by members of the Society. The nominations must be signed by the nominee to indicate his/
her willingness to stand. If more than one nomination is received for any position, a ballot will be held at the 
Annual General Meeting. All members will be notified of any elections and members not attending the Annual 
General Meeting may submit a proxy form available from the Secretary.

NOMINATIONS MUST REACH THE SECRETARY BY 5PM 12 SEPTEMBER 2018 
(14 DAYS BEFORE THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING TO BE HELD ON 26 SEPTEMBER 2018)

# Eligible for 
re-election

The Council for the 
period 1 January 
2018 to 31 December 
2018 is composed 
of the following 
members:

Representatives for:

Election of Council 2019

https://researchaustralia.org/budget-2017-18-budget-summary/
https://researchaustralia.org/budget-2017-18-budget-summary/
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Not a Vet 
I only ever wanted to be a 

vet. So, when I fronted up to 
the University of Melbourne 
in the mid-1970s with my 
gold-plated HSC marks, I 
expected to be accepted into 
their vet course. Alas, they 
had different ideas. Needing 
to train (male) country vets, 
they politely showed this 
city girl the door. There was 
no plan B, so I enrolled in 
a Science degree at Monash University. It took me a 
while to find a place in Science. I tried valiantly to love 
Zoology, counting fruit flies killed Genetics for me and I 
tried most of all to love Marine Biology, since most of my 
uni life outside lectures was spent diving with the scuba 
club. But it’s cold and desolate counting scallops on the 
seafloor. So, I meandered into 3rd year Immunology, 
made exciting by its exotic lecture location in the dusty 
enclaves of Pathology at The Alfred hospital. There I 
discovered a much greater affinity with animals and 
nature at the level of their cells and molecules, helped 
by great lecturers and a taste of research. By the time I 
completed Honours, I had discovered that cells were my 
true passion and I would have ended up doing research 
anyway, even as a vet.

A	Steep	Learning	Curve
I did my PhD with Eric Glasgow and Bob Atkins as my 

supervisors, in the heady years of the de Kretser Anatomy 
Department at Monash University (Fig. 1) and the Atkin’s 
Renal Unit at Prince Henry’s Hospital.  Eric’s passion for 
everything ‘microscope’ wore off on me and kidneys were 
my world. A chance encounter with Vince Hascall added 
proteoglycans to my repertoire, and the day I handed in 
my PhD, I was on the plane to start as a Fogarty Fellow 
at Yale University with Marilyn Farquhar (Fig. 1), an 
eminent cell biologist whose lab neatly combined electron 
microscopy with kidneys and proteoglycan research. 

My big test as a postdoc was to make an antibody to the 
heparan sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) of the glomerular 
basement membrane (GBM). Back in those days, 
this involved being ‘on call’ for frequent forays into the 
animal surgery to collect kidneys from any available rats, 
followed by a stint in the cold room to sieve the kidneys 
and freeze down glomeruli, followed many months later 

by a massive purification week in the cold room. This 
epic procedure produced a small tube of proteoglycan, 
which was injected into Bertha the rabbit. Bertha did the 
right thing and made good antibodies, the first and only 
antibodies for the basement membrane HSPG for many 
years afterwards (Fig. 2). This allowed me to localise the 
HSPG in the GBM using immunogold labelling at the EM 
level, revealing that two beautiful lines of HSPG form the 
charge barrier for filtration across the GBM. After a great 
life in service to research, and many serum samples 
later, Bertha was eventually sacrificed and lo, decorating 
her glomeruli were the HSPG antibodies, and a notable 
autoimmune pathology. To this day there are still a few 
vials of Bertha antibody in my lab freezer, mostly for their 
sentimental value. 

Jenny Stow puts her research career in cell biology 
under the microscope, taking us along on her journey 
across the world and from kidneys into macrophages. 

A View from the Inside

Great Expectations

Fig. 2. Glowing 
reward for a year
of postdoc work.
Bertha antibody 

decorates HSPG 
in the glomerular 

basement membrane.

Fig. 1. Early mentors.
A. Above: The Glasgow lab in the courtyard at Monash 
Anatomy, circa 1981.
B. Below: A reunion of great women cell biologists 
and friends. With postdoc mentor Marilyn Farquhar, 
and peers Elizabeth Sztul and Sharon Tooze at the 
Keystone Meeting, Colorado, 2013.

Jennifer Stow.
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The Department of Cell Biology at Yale, presided over 
by George Palade, vied with EMBL as the mecca for 
cell biology. The department was sort of demarcated 
along organelle lines, with Marilyn, George and Jim on 
the classical Golgi, secretory side and the Ari/Ira empire 
(Helenius/Mellman) introducing endosomes as a new hip 
focus, as well as Marimekko shirts as the new uniform de 
jour and saunas as the favoured site for après science. 
My postdoc days were filled with that round-the-clock 
frenzy of experiments that only postdoc days can really 
offer, along with a pretty full-on social life with a great 
peer group of other postdocs. The wonderful array of cell 
biologists and others at Yale provided a smorgasbord of 
material for the maxim ‘Learn something from everyone’. 
Not only did my scientific training burgeon from being in 
this ‘hot’ and highly competitive research environment, I 
also found out how important it was to be savvy and to 
absorb and utilise all experiences (good and bad) as key 
survival skills in research. 

My	Own	Lab	–	From	the	Snow	at	42.3601°	N	
to	the	Tropics	at	27.4698°	S

I left Yale to take up my first faculty job as an Assistant 
Professor in the Renal Unit at Massachusetts General 
Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston. There, 
in a differently rich environment, I was surrounded by 
the most dedicated people in the world whose scientific 
missions were also motivated by the very real medical 
problems of their patients. I had truly great mentors and 
collaborators, Dennises Brown and Ausiello foremost 
amongst them. It was enormously empowering to be part 
of programs, running facilities (microscopy of course) 
and working with other groups. I added GTPases to my 
broadening scientific toolbox and to the field of protein 
trafficking. I had just submitted my first ‘big’ paper from 
my own lab, describing a heretical role for heterotrimeric 
G proteins in secretion, when, a week later and late one 
night in the lab, I was shocked to get a phone call from 
Jim Rothman. Jim was calling to tell me he had just read 
the manuscript and he thought it was a really interesting 
story. Wow, I was on top of the world (briefly), because 
then Cell rejected the paper, hmmm. The work came 
out in JCB and heralded the long affiliation my lab has 
had since with GTPases, big and small, in trafficking and 
signalling. Anyway, I had managed to set up a lab, get 
grants and fellowships, worked with great and inspiring 
people and worked on exciting projects – but after a total 
of 13 years in the US, and too many snowy, freezing, 
long Boston winters, it was time to head back to be near 
family and friends in Australia. 

 Using his potent powers of persuasion, David James 
convinced me to join the Centre for Molecular and 
Cellular Biology (CMBM; the precursor to the Institute for 
Molecular Bioscience) at the University of Queensland 
to form a nascent cell biology hub. Brisbane was a long 
way from Harvard, and unknown to me scientifically, but, 

I reasoned at the time, merely a stepping stone on my 
way back to Melbourne. I knew nothing about living in 
Brisbane either, except that it would be warmer and it was, 
importantly, near to that shining, tropical, pleasure dome 
of my childhood, the Big Pineapple! Arriving here in late 
1994 as a Wellcome Trust Fellow at CMCB was a bit like 
arriving on the shores of Gilligan’s Island, swaying palms 
and Hawaiian shirts included. I remember being warmly 
welcomed to CMCB by its crew of ex-pat Australians, 
each lured to this island Centre (by John Mattick), now 
somewhat marooned together. Re-establishing my lab 
here required a new set of survival skills – resilience 
and resourcefulness. Fortunately, this phase didn’t last 
long, as a tide of Mattick tenacity, a growing university 
research environment, fusion with a truly smokin’ drug 
centre and the ‘Smart State’ era combined to turn our 
little ‘island’ into a big wonderful institute. Indeed, I am 
very happy to still be here, along with some of the original 
crew and some of their original Hawaiian shirts.  

Since establishing the lab back in Australia and for 
the past two decades or more, I have been fortunate 
to have had all truly wonderful people in my lab as 
postdocs, students, visitors, research assistants and 
organisers. It is fantastic to see our lab alumni making 
great contributions to research and industry and the 
other diverse and interesting careers they have forged.  
Long-serving members of the lab, Fiona, Juliana and still 
today, Darren and Tatiana, have been mainstays. Once 
in Brisbane, the lab continued to find new regulators 
and pathways in protein trafficking (Fig. 3), moving 
increasingly from epithelial cells into macrophages. 
Investigating cytokine secretion allowed me to continue 
working on the secretory pathway in cells that were more 
dedicated to this task, and a lot more photogenic! Wenda 
helped begin our TNF secretion story and sometime 
later Rachael, Dan, Jay and I revealed the unexpected 
pathway for TNF secretion in macrophages in a 2005 
Science paper we published solely from within the lab. 
TNF is released from the surface ruffles that border 
phagosomes and macropinosomes, and some 10 years 
hence, these structures began to re-emerge in the lab in 
another guise, namely as Rab-mediated signaling sites 
for the Toll-like receptor pathways that drive cytokine 
synthesis and release. Over this time, the need for 
understanding these cytokine pathways has steadily 
gained in medical importance and public awareness, 

Great Expectations

Fig. 3. Jenny 
was honoured 
to receive the 
Hugh Davson 
Award from 
the American 
Physiological 
Society and to 
present the 
annual lecture at the 2009 Experimental Biology Meeting.
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Great Expectations
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as chronic inflammation emerges as a contributing and complicating 
factor in many common diseases from diabetes to neurodegeneration 
(https://theconversation.com/explainer-what-is-inflammation-and-how-
does-it-cause-disease-84997). Finding new targets for suppressing 
proinflammatory cytokines in macrophages is now being championed by 
postdocs Adam and Lin in the lab and our many wonderful students, along 
with colleagues and collaborators in IMB’s Centre for Inflammation and 
Disease Research. 

Moving to Brisbane meant that I could also finally get back to a real 
beach and dive right back into regular scuba diving, which is how I met 
my husband, Doug. Our home and family life are literally consumed by 
surrounding bush, wildlife and fur-, feather- and fin-kids, notwithstanding 
our real kid. Our son, Nicholas, is at now studying at university, influenced 
by the engineering, maths and physics alleles he inherited, eschewing all 
to do with biology, alas and alack. However, we all share a passion for 
nature, and from early on Nick has joined us in our underwater and land-
based adventures around the world (Fig. 4). Having a family, for me, started 
relatively late in my career when I already had my own lab. Nevertheless, 
juggling family and work, of course, came with its challenges. At the time, 
things like maternity leave and putting grants and fellowships on hold were 
ill-defined concepts in research-only settings, and so I (we) just muddled 
along trying to keep all the balls in the air. It was a godsend to be able to 
bring my baby son to childcare at the university and have him on-site. I 
stopped travelling to conferences during the pre-school years, but, in fact, I 
have never liked being away from the family for work trips, I really treasure 
daily life with my family. So, somewhat ridiculously, I have always done the 
shortest possible trips to conferences, despite the career limitations this no 
doubt imposes. No one should ever be deterred from having both a career 
in science and a family, since the rewards of both, and both combined, 
are immeasurable. Therefore, I am very pleased that there is progress in 
the fight to accommodate the needs of carers and families in research, 
academia and in workplaces more generally. However, there is a way to go 
yet to achieve best practice and so this fight must go on. 

The	Inner	Workings	of	Institutes	and	Cells
As Deputy Director (Research) of IMB for nine years, I had the immense 

honour of contributing to the leadership of this great institute and liaising with 
the university, Uniquest, our Advisory board, external partners and many 

Fig. 4. Family trips.
A. Left: Son Nicholas (aged 
seven) practicing for his first
night snorkel in Cook Islands. 
B. Right: Family trip in 2015 to 
South America and Galapagos.
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If chemists in Australia are 
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Peter Sommers (FRACI)
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Great Expectations
other institutes and organisations. My favourite part of this role however, 
was working from the inside, that is, working with our dedicated, and highly 
expert professional staff, the group leaders, early career researchers and 
our postgraduate students. IMB is a multidisciplinary institute, making for 
a stimulating and ever-changing workplace, where the next really cool 
discovery or solution might come from work on spiders or cells, or drugs 
or bugs, or even algae. Apart from our projects, we have amazing people 
and immense reward has come from seeing many young scientists flourish 
and get their careers off the ground. That fist-pumping moment at which 
a seminal discovery, paper, grant, fellowship or partnership is the turning 
point for someone’s career, often after a long struggle, is magic. I know 
at that point I can mentally go ‘tick’, this one is off and running – on to the 
next. Frustratingly, these good news stories are becoming less frequent 
as a dimmer future for careers in science and research takes hold in our 
nation. Severely contracting grant funding, a lack of local industry jobs and 
the struggle to survive mid-career hurdles in research, stand in the way of 
what could and should be a vibrant, innovative nation-building sector. It’s 
a sector, though, that we must keep building at every level, by promoting 
innovation, by enhancing maths and science education and by supporting 
equality and diversity at the top of professions. Australia has no shortage of 
clever, eager, next-gen scientists and the technological capacity for being 
a world leader in many fields. As a nation, we really must embrace this 
potential.

My full attention is once again on the inner workings of cells. Nature 
works and it’s our job to find out how and when things go wrong, we 
have to figure out why. I am unwaveringly of the belief that fundamental 
knowledge is our best weapon for addressing dysfunction. Such 
understanding has brought us (the world) to the brink of major advances 
in treating diseases and even cures. And so, my lab (Fig. 5) will continue 
to explore cells, using microscopy and imaging, complemented by healthy 
doses of biochemistry and gene manipulation, capped off by putting a 
fluorescent tag on absolutely everything. Happily, dazzling advances in 
laser microscope technologies are providing unheralded insights into how 
molecules and cells work (or don’t work), alone, in tissues and in whole 
organisms. I aim to watch inflammation play out in many colours, from 
the very first whistle, through the rough and tumble of the pro- and anti-
inflammatory stages, to the final (AFL) siren, and then I want to watch 
the replay and figure out where our next tackles should be in this deadly 
serious game of fighting disease.

Fig. 5. 
Another 

lab lunch: 
the 

Stow lab 
celebrates 

again, 
St Lucia, 

2016.
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ASBMB Medallist and Awardee Profiles
The Lemberg Medal is awarded to a distinguished Australian biochemist or molecular 
biologist who will present the Lemberg Lecture at the ComBio meeting. The Medal 
is presented in memory of Emeritus Professor MR Lemberg, who was the Society’s 
first President and Honorary Member. Nominees must have been members of the 
Society for at least five years before the year in which the Medal nomination is to be 
considered. An honorarium is provided by ASBMB.

The Lemberg Medal
Jamie Rossjohn

Professor Jamie Rossjohn is an ARC Australian Laureate Fellow, Head of the Infection and Immunity Program 
within the Biomedicine Discovery Institute, Monash University, and Professor of Structural Immunology at the School 
of Medicine, Cardiff University, UK. 

Following on from his schooling in Llantwit Major, Wales, Rossjohn undertook his PhD under the supervision of 
Garry Taylor at the University of Bath (1994). Subsequently, Rossjohn took up a postdoctoral position within Professor 
Michael Parker’s laboratory (St Vincent’s Institute of Medical Research), where he determined the structure of 
perfrinfolysin O, a pore-forming toxin. In 2002, as a Wellcome Trust Senior Research Fellow, Rossjohn relocated to 
the Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, headed by Christina Mitchell, at Monash University, to pursue 
a program of research centered on structural immunology.  

At Monash, the focus of Rossjohn’s laboratory has been on defining the key molecular interactions underlying 
receptor recognition events that underpin immunity, both from the aspect of protective immune control and with 
regard to autoimmunity. Such findings were in close collaboration with luminaries in the field, including James 
McCluskey. As an ARC Federation Fellow (2007–2011) and an NHMRC Australia Fellow (2011–2016), Rossjohn has 
used structural biology to explain how the T cell receptor recognises human leukocyte antigen (HLA) molecules in the 
context of viral immunity and aberrant T cell reactivity. With Tony Purcell and James McCluskey, he has unearthed 
structural mechanisms of HLA polymorphism impacting on adverse drug reactions and food hypersensitivities (Celiac 
disease). Alongside Andrew Brooks, he has provided insight into Natural Killer (NK) cell receptor recognition of HLA, 
and how viral immunoevasins target NK cell function. With Branch Moody and Dale Godfrey, he has pioneered 
our molecular understanding of lipid-based immunity by T cells, providing insight into recognition of mycobacterial 
antigens, autoreactive responses to lipids, and lipid-mediated contact hypersensitivities. Recently, alongside James 
McCluskey and David Fairlie, he has provided a structural basis of how vitamin B metabolites can be presented by 
MR1 and recognised by mucosal-associated T cells, thereby revealing an entirely new class of antigen in immunity. 
Collectively, Rossjohn’s research on the immune system, how the body reacts to infection and what happens when 
the immune system fails has led to a sustained advancement of knowledge in the field of immunity. His work has been 
generously supported by the Cancer Council, the NHMRC and the ARC, including the current Centre of Excellence 
in Advanced Molecular Imaging.
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ASBMB Medallist and Awardee Profiles
The Merck Research Medal is awarded to an outstanding Australian biochemist or molecular 
biologist with less than 15 years postdoctoral experience. The successful candidate will present 
the Merck Medal Lecture at the ComBio meeting. Nominees must have been members of the 
Society for at least two years before the year in which the Medal nomination is to be considered. 
An honorarium is provided through the generosity of Merck.

The Merck Research Medal
Mehdi Mobli

Associate Professor Mehdi Mobli is a Principal Research Fellow at the University of Queensland’s Centre for 
Advanced Imaging. His research group has a particular interest in understanding the mechanisms of ion channel 
function in health and disease. Ion channels have proven particularly recalcitrant to traditional drug discovery 
approaches and his group seeks to address this through improved understanding of the structure and function of 
these channels. Their approach is to use a range of biochemical and molecular biology approaches to stabilise 
different functional states of the channels in vitro, and then to assess the structure and function of these engineered 
channels using a range of advanced biophysical methods. In addition to making significant contributions in this 
general field, his group is also well known for technical and theoretical contributions to the field of nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.

Mehdi graduated as a chemical engineer from Chalmers University in Sweden. He was awarded an industry-
sponsored CASE award by GlaxoSmithKline in 2001, to undertake a PhD degree in the highly rated Chemistry 
Department at the University of Liverpool, UK. His first postdoctoral position was at the University of Connecticut 
Medical School, where he worked on the then recently introduced reduced dimensionality methods to improve 
resolution and throughput of protein structure determination by NMR. Following a brief postdoctoral position at the 
University of Manchester, working on the role of dynamics in the biological function of glycans, he commenced his 
final postdoctoral position in the group of Professor Glenn King at UQ working on the structure of spider venom 
peptides. 

Mehdi established his research group in 2012 through the award of an ARC Future Fellowship at the Centre for 
Advanced Imaging. He has published approximately 80 research articles, 13 book chapters and two books. He 
was awarded the 2013 Sir Paul Callaghan Medal of the ANZMAG Society for his contributions to the field of NMR 
spectroscopy and, more recently, he received the 2017 Tregear Award by the Australian Peptide Society for his work 
in the field of peptide research. 

His group is currently developing new technologies to stabilise the ligand binding domain of ion channels, so that 
they can be used as targets for high-throughput drug screening and provide a much-needed new stream of ion 
channel drug candidates.
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ASBMB Medallist and Awardee Profiles
The Shimadzu Education Award rewards outstanding achievement in education of biochemistry 
or molecular biology, especially innovation and creativity in education, with a view to fostering 
leadership in this important area of the Society’s objectives. The Award will enable the recipient 
to participate in an international conference with a significant focus on education, or to spend 
a period of time at another institution (in Australia or overseas) for the purposes of undertaking 
developments in education of biochemistry and molecular biology. The recipient will present 
a lecture within the Education Symposium at the ComBio meeting. Applicants must have been 
members of the Society for at least two years before the year in which the Award application 
is to be considered. The contribution to travel expenses is provided through the generosity of 
Shimadzu Excellence in Science Program.

Shimadzu Education Award
Tracey Kuit

Dr Tracey Kuit is a Senior Lecturer in the School of Biological Sciences at the University of Wollongong. Tracey’s 
interest in science began at Western Sydney University, with a Bachelor of Science and Honours in veterinary 
microbiology studying the epidemiology of Campylobacter jejuni from humans and poultry. She then completed a PhD 
at the Elizabeth Macarthur Agricultural Institute in collaboration with the University of Wollongong investigating the 
pathogenic mechanisms of Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae. This research took her to the Helmholtz Centre for Infection 
Research in Germany with collaborations at the Australian Proteome Analysis Facility, Iowa State University and the 
University of Connecticut. Throughout this time, Tracey also worked as a casual academic, which strengthened her 
passion for teaching. In 2008, she was fortunate to gain a teaching specialist position as a lecturer at the University 
of Wollongong.

As a teaching specialist, Tracey takes carriage of large undergraduate subjects in molecular biology and biochemistry, 
totaling over 1,200 students a year, whilst also teaching smaller specialist research and postgraduate courses. Her 
approach is always systematic and research-led and she innovatively delivers curriculum to diverse student cohorts 
through strong leadership. These strengths have been recognised nationally through an Office of Learning and 
Teaching citation and institutionally through a Vice Chancellor’s teaching excellence award.  Her expertise is regularly 
sort on governance roles in learning and teaching (L&T), as a mentor, a reviewer of award and grant applications and 
reviewer for journals on L&T. She is currently the Associate Editor of the Journal of University Teaching and Learning 
Practice and on the Executive Committee of the Wollongong Academy for Tertiary Teaching and Learning Excellence.

Tracey’s scholarship of teaching and learning research involves employing and evaluating innovative quality 
teaching practices using action research cycles with a focus on developing students’ lifelong learning and 
employability skills. She has a rich history in leading L&T projects with competitive grant funding. This includes 
utilising technology to enhance and support student learning. Her current projects are in blended teaching and learning 
strategies, the flipped classroom, ePortfolios and self-reflection to evidence learning, and utilising eNotebooks in 
laboratory teaching.

Students are at the centre of what Tracey does. She believes education is empowering and that through developing 
their scientific literacy her students will be more active members of the community and make more informed personal 
decisions. She is reflective and a lifelong learner, actively developing her professional practice.
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ASBMB Medallist and Awardee Profiles
The Beckman Coulter Discovery Science Award is awarded to an Australian biochemist or 
molecular biologist for distinguished contributions to the field of biochemistry and molecular 
biology. The Award is intended as a Travelling Lectureship to enable the awardee to present his/
her work at a number of centres within Australia and New Zealand. Nominees must have been 
members of the Society for at least two years before the year in which the Award nomination 
is to be considered. The contribution to travel expenses is provided through the generosity of 
Beckman Coulter.

Beckman Coulter Discovery Science Award
Bostjan Kobe

I grew up in Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia. Against the advice of my organic chemist dad, I went to study 
chemistry at the University of Ljubljana, and determined a small-molecule crystal structure for my diploma work. This 
experience led to an interest in the structures of biological macromolecules. Because there were no macromolecular 
crystallography labs in Slovenia at the time, I headed overseas to do a PhD at the University of Texas Southwestern 
Medical Center in Dallas. A lab rotation led to a PhD project with Hans Deisenhofer, who was awarded the Nobel 
Prize for his work on the photosynthetic reaction centre a few years earlier. After a couple of years of little success, 
my risky project finally led to one of the first structures of a protein made of amino-acid repeats (the leucine-rich 
repeat [LRR] protein ribonuclease inhibitor).

The subsequent decision to come to Australia was only partially scientific, but a postdoctoral position with Bruce 
Kemp at St Vincent’s Institute (SVI) turned out to be a great choice and gave me both some independence in my 
structural work, and exposure to world-class biochemistry in the area of protein phosphorylation. After some success 
with my work on protein kinases, proteins regulated by phosphorylation and intrasteric regulation, and viral fusion 
proteins, Bruce encouraged me to apply for a Wellcome Senior Research Fellowship, which enabled me to start an 
independent group at SVI. 

In new projects I started in my group, I tried to combine my interests in repeat proteins and regulatory mechanisms. 
One protein that fit the bill was the nuclear transport factor importin-alpha, featuring armadillo repeats and 
autoregulation. The nuclear transport project kept us busy for many years, leading from structural biology also into 
the computational prediction of nuclear localisation signals. In another computational project, we developed a simple 
structure-based approach for the prediction of protein phosphorylation sites, Predikin, still one of the most successful 
tools available today. 

Because of the difficulty to attract students to SVI as a new group leader, and the interest in getting involved in 
teaching, I applied for an Academic position at the University of Queensland (UQ). With structural genomics embraced 
around the world at the time, we decided with David Hume and Jenny Martin to use a focussed structural genomics 
approach to characterise proteins with important roles in macrophage cells. While this project never grew to large 
scale, it not only produced many good papers but also led to the adoption of a ‘high-throughput’ mentality in other 
projects in the lab. It also led to the lab focussing on infection and immunity, in particular currently on mammalian 
and plant innate immunity, and molecular mechanisms of virulence by pathogens. The identification of a filamentous 
assembly by Toll-like receptor adaptors also led us to embrace the cryo-electron microscopy technique, and UQ has 
been lucky to raise funds for a new state-of-the-art electron microscope coming soon.
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ASBMB Medallist and Awardee Profiles
The Eppendorf Edman Award is awarded to a biochemist or molecular biologist with no more 
than seven years postdoctoral experience, in recognition of their outstanding research work. 
The Award provides funds to assist the recipient to attend an overseas conference in a field 
associated with biochemistry or molecular biology or to briefly visit a research laboratory in 
Australia or elsewhere to access specialised equipment or to learn new research techniques. 
Applicants must have been members of the Society for at least 12 months before the year in 
which the Award application is to be considered. The contribution to travel expenses is provided 
through the generosity of Eppendorf South Pacific.

Eppendorf Edman Award
Rajesh Ghai

The idea of being able to visualise the intricate functioning of biomolecules that make up a functioning human body 
has excited me since my undergraduate years. To pursue my interest, I moved to Australia on a highly competitive 
University of Queensland international postgraduate scholarship and enrolled in the Masters program in Molecular 
Biology, where I was recognised with the Dean’s commendation for high achievement for my performance in this 
program. Based on my strong academic and research performance, I was awarded a highly competitive University 
of Queensland (International) Research Scholarship in 2009 to undertake PhD studies at the Institute for Molecular 
Bioscience (IMB), UQ. Here, I worked with Associate Professor Brett Collins to study the role of sorting nexin (SNX) 
proteins in cellular trafficking pathways at atomic resolution using a combination of structural biology and cell biology 
methods. This resulted in eleven publications in esteemed journals, and the receipt of a prestigious Dean’s Award for 
Research Higher Degree Excellence, demonstrating the impact and success of my doctoral work.

My pursuit to study intracellular trafficking continued with the invitation from Professor Rob Yang to join his group as a 
postdoctoral scientist at (University of NSW). My research in Professor Yang’s laboratory was highly multidisciplinary 
and focused on exploring the molecular basis of inter-organelle lipid trafficking by oxysterol binding proteins. This led 
to a seminal first author article in Nature Communications. My work in defining how phospholipids are transported to 
and from the plasma membrane challenged accepted models of lipid transport, and attracted commendations from 
leaders in the field. 

In 2016, I was awarded one of the inaugural NHMRC-ARC Dementia Research Development Fellowships to 
move to the IMB, and was simultaneously awarded an ARC DECRA, which I had to decline. At the IMB, I initiated 
an independent research program on neuronal membrane trafficking structural biology. In a collaborative study, I 
identified a new endosomal trafficking machinery called Retriever and this work has provided new advances in our 
understanding of different cellular trafficking pathways and was published in the top cell biology journal Nature Cell 
Biology.
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ASBMB Medallist and Awardee Profiles
The Bioplatforms Australia Award is awarded to a biochemist or molecular biologist with no 
more than 7 years postdoctoral experience working in the field of genomics, transcriptomics, 
proteomics, metabolomics or relevant bioinformatics. The award is based on recognition of 
outstanding research and the potential to carry out independent research. Preference is given 
to those setting up an independent laboratory for the first time. The Award provides $10,000 
worth of access to the services provided by nodes of Bioplatforms Australia. Applicants must 
have been members of the Society for at least 12 months before the year in which the Award 
application is to be considered.

Bioplatforms Australia Award
Simon Cobbold

Simon Cobbold completed his PhD in the laboratory of Professor Kiaran Kirk and Dr Rowena Martin at the Australian 
National University. He was initially drawn to infectious diseases and understanding the fundamental processes, 
which allow the disease-causing pathogens to survive and thrive within the host. His PhD focussed on understanding 
how the malaria parasite is able to transport amino acids; using classical biochemical techniques and the X. laevis 
heterologous expression system to characterise putative parasite transporters. 

After completing his PhD in 2011, he took up a postdoctoral position at Princeton University with Professor Manuel 
Llinas and began developing metabolomics techniques and mass spectrometry analyses to investigate parasite 
biology. Simon developed stable-isotope labelling techniques to monitor metabolic flux in the malaria parasite and 
exploited these techniques to help resolve some key questions regarding parasite metabolism. While at Princeton 
University, he also developed a screening approach to elucidate the mode of action of novel antimalarials using mass 
spectrometry, which was subsequently funded by a Gates Foundation grant.

Upon returning to Australia in 2014, Simon took up a postdoctoral position with Professor Malcolm McConville at the 
Bio21 Institute, University of Melbourne, advancing metabolomics techniques to elucidate novel metabolic pathways 
in the malaria parasite. Currently, Simon splits his time between the McConville lab and Tilley lab, supervising several 
students working on a range of projects including ‘metabolic repair as a regulator of metabolic flux’ and ‘quantitating 
protein turnover as a mediator of artemisinin resistance in the malaria parasite’. In 2017, he was awarded an early-
career research fellowship from the University of Melbourne, and has used this support to begin establishing his own 
independent research program and transition towards greater independence.

The 2018 Bioplatforms Australia Award will be used to perform metabolite profiling and measure stable-isotope 
incorporation via liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry to determine the metabolic architecture of the malaria 
parasite. In particular, this funding will help elucidate the essentiality of pentose phosphate pathway for parasite 
survival and proliferation by using the mass spectrometry platforms available via Metabolomics Australia.
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ASBMB Fellowship Profiles
The ASBMB Fellowships are awarded annually to biochemists or molecular biologists, in their 
early career and normally resident in Australia, in recognition of their outstanding work in an 
area of biochemistry and molecular biology.
The Fellowships provide funds to assist the recipient to attend an overseas conference in a 
field associated with biochemistry or molecular biology or to briefly visit a research laboratory 
in Australia or elsewhere to access specialised equipment or to learn new research techniques.
Applicants must be at least in the second year of PhD training and not more than 2 years 
subsequent to the award of the PhD degree. Applicants must have been members of the Society 
for least 1 year immediately prior to application.

Louise Sternicki – recipient of the 
Fred Collins Award for the most 
outstanding ASBMB Fellowship applicant

Louise Sternicki completed a Bachelor of Science (Biomedical Science) at the University of 
Adelaide majoring in Biochemistry, and Microbiology and Immunology. Here, she received 
both the RK Morton Scholarship and the School of Molecular and Biomedical Science Prize 
for her academic achievements. In 2014, Louise then carried out her BSc Honours year in 
Biochemistry, also at the University of Adelaide, under the supervision of Professor Grant 
Booker, for which she was awarded the John L Young Scholarship for Research. During 
this time, Louise developed her interest in combined approaches to structure determination, 
and their application to small molecule drug discovery, concentrating on the biotin protein 
ligase enzyme from Mycobacterium tuberculosis.

Louise was granted an Australian Postgraduate Award to pursue a PhD with Professor Booker and continue her 
research on biotin protein ligases, the essential enzyme required for the utilisation of the vitamin biotin. Specifically, 
she is investigating the structure of eukaryotic biotin protein ligases, and their potential as anti-fungal targets. Multiple 
techniques have been utilised to provide structural insights into these enzymes, including X-ray crystallography, NMR, 
SAXS and native mass spectrometry. Louise has also made contributions to other projects studying the structure and 
DNA binding mechanisms of bacterial biotin protein ligases. Her first publication, a literature review, was published in 
Trends in Biochemical Science in 2017. 

To complete her PhD, Louise is using her Fellowship to travel to the United Kingdom to gain experience in additional 
mass spectrometry techniques, including hydrogen-deuterium exchange and crosslinking MS. These techniques will 
enable new insights into the structure and function of the eukaryotic biotin protein ligases.

Thanh Kha Phan
Thanh Kha Phan completed his BBiotech & Cell Biol (Honours) at La Trobe University. In 

2013, he received a La Trobe University Postgraduate Research Scholarship and a Full 
Fee Research Scholarship to undertake a PhD under the supervision of Dr Mark Hulett. 
Upon completion of his PhD in 2017, for which he was awarded the Nancy Millis medal, he 
has joined the laboratory of Dr Ivan Poon at La Trobe University as a postdoctoral fellow.

His PhD studies focused on phosphoinositide phospholipids and their novel roles in host 
defense. He has provided significant insights into the interaction between phosphoinositides 
and human antimicrobial peptides and its importance in mediating tumour cell membrane 
permeabilisation, fungal cell killing and inflammation. These findings not only enrich the 
knowledge of lipid biology but also provide a promising platform for therapeutic design. 
The multifaceted phosphoinositide-targeting agents would potentially provide immense 
therapeutic benefits, particularly for immunocompromised cancer patients, who are often predisposed to opportunistic 
infections. His work has been positively received by the research community and general public, evidenced by a 
number of first authored publications, best oral presentation prizes and society awards, notably the Royal Society of 
Victoria’s Young Scientist Research Prize (Runner-up). 

The ASBMB fellowship will allow him to attend the 6th International Symposium on Antimicrobial Peptides in Poitiers, 
France, where he will share his work with leading researchers of the field and expand his collaborations to further 
develop his research.
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ASBMB Fellowship Profiles
Jess Bridgford

Jess Bridgford completed a Bachelor of Biomedical Science at Monash University in 
2012. During her undergraduate studies, she undertook a Summer Vacation Project and a 
3rd year Research Project in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, under the supervision of 
Associate Professor Martin Stone. She then completed an Honours year in Biochemistry 
and Molecular Biology at the Monash Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences, under the 
supervision of Associate Professor Stone and Dr Meritxell Canals. She graduated with 
First Class Honours and received the Bachelor of Biomedical Science Honours Prize for 
the highest achieving student. Her undergraduate and Honours research focused on the 
interactions of chemokines with their G protein-coupled receptors and the intracellular 
signalling pathways activated by these interactions. This work contributed to publications in 
Structure and Science Signalling. 

In 2014, Jess received an Australian Postgraduate Award and a Bill Sawyer PhD Scholarship to undertake a PhD 
in the Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology at the University of Melbourne, under the supervision of 
Professor Leann Tilley. Jess is now in the final stages of writing her thesis. Jess’ doctoral research has focused 
on elucidating the molecular mechanism of action the first-line antimalarial, artemisinin, in the malaria parasite 
Plasmodium falciparum. Her research has revealed that artemisinin causes extensive protein damage and inhibits 
protein synthesis and degradation, leading to a build-up of toxic proteins that causes parasite death. Jess’ PhD work 
has contributed to publications in Nature Communications and PLOS Biology. Jess has also presented her research 
findings at numerous conferences and has been awarded oral and poster presentation prizes, including a poster 
prize at ComBio2017. 

This ASBMB Fellowship will allow Jess to travel to Colorado, USA, where she will present her research findings to 
the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology (FASEB) Scientific Research Conference on Ubiquitin 
and Cellular Regulation.

Hafna Ahmed
Hafna Ahmed completed a Bachelor of Medical Science (Honours) at the Australian 

National University (ANU) with First Class Honours in 2011. During her Honours year at 
Associate Professor Kevin Saliba’s laboratory at the Research School of Biology, she studied 
pantothenate kinase in the malaria parasite as a potential drug target, fostering her interest 
in understanding protein structure and function, particularly in relation to pathogenesis and 
drug design. In 2012, Hafna received the ANU PhD Scholarship as an international student 
to commence her PhD at Associate Professor Colin Jackson’s laboratory at the Research 
School of Chemistry at ANU. She studied the structure, function and evolution of the 
flavin/deazaflavin dependent oxidoreductase protein superfamily present in mycobacterial 
pathogens, which includes the deazaflavin dependent nitroimidazole reductase that 
activates pro-drugs against Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Her work identified novel functions 
by these proteins that are implicated in mycobacterial pathogenesis, classified structure–function relationships in this 
superfamily and enhanced the understanding of the role of the rare cofactor F420 in the bacterial community, leading 
to six publications. Her contribution to this field was recognised at the 19th International Symposium on Flavins and 
Flavoproteins held in the Netherlands in 2017, where she was awarded the Vince Massey Award for outstanding 
contribution by a young investigator. She also received a poster prize at the Lorne Conference on Protein Structure 
and Function in 2015 for presenting this project.

After graduating with her PhD in 2016, and taking some time off to look after her newborn baby, Hafna has continued 
to work at the Jackson laboratory as a postdoctoral fellow since 2017. She currently works on a joint project with 
industry partner Beta Therapeutics to study the structure, function and inhibition mechanisms of human heparanase, 
which is an enzyme essential for tumour metastasis and in the development of type 1 diabetes. Heparanase is a 
promising drug target and Hafna investigates the mechanism of action of novel inhibitory compounds to propose 
improvements for increased efficacy. In 2018, Hafna has been awarded the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial 
Research Organisation (CSIRO) Postdoctoral Fellowship to commence work on studying the molecular basis of ligand 
selectivity and specificity in riboswitches. This project expands her interests in studying the fundamental structure–
function relationships in biomolecules that is essential for further work in avenues such as drug development and 
engineering.

The ASBMB Award will allow Hafna to attend the EMBO Workshop on Chemical Biology 2018 held in Heidelberg, 
Germany. 
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Australia Day Honours 
for ASBMB Members

Professor Jennifer Martin was appointed a 
Companion of the Order of Australia (AC) for eminent 
service to science, and to scientific research, particularly 
in the field of biochemistry and protein crystallography 
applied to drug-resistant bacteria, as a role model, and 
as an advocate for gender equality in science.

Professor Martin’s research is devoted to understanding 
the molecular basis of disease and applying this 
knowledge to early-stage drug discovery.

After BPharm and MPharm degree in Melbourne, she 
undertook DPhil research at the University of Oxford. 
Her first postdoctoral position was fleeting due to the 
sudden closure of Bond University’s Science and 
Technology School. She moved overseas again, this 
time to Rockefeller University, where she determined the 
first crystal structure of a dithiol oxidase (bacterial DsbA). 

In 1993, she returned to Australia with an ARC QEII 
Fellowship, to establish the first protein crystallography 
laboratory in Queensland. She held ARC Professorial 
and NHMRC Senior Research Fellowships and was 
awarded an inaugural ARC Laureate Fellowship in 2009. 
Professor Martin was Program Chair for ComBio99 and 
was the ASBMB Queensland Representative 2001–2003. 
She is proud to be part of the Steering Committee that 
launched the SAGE Pilot of the Athena SWAN Charter 
in Australia. Professor Martin was also a member of the 
NHMRC Women in Health Science Working Committee. 

She is the recipient of many awards and prizes including 
the 2005 ASBMB Roche Medal and the 2017 Wunderly 
Oration and Medal from the Thoracic Society of Australia 
and New Zealand. 

In 2016, Professor Martin was appointed Director of the 
Griffith Institute for Drug Discovery at Griffith University. 
She is currently President of the Asian Crystallography 
Association and an Executive Member of the International 
Union of Crystallography. In 2017, she was elected 
Fellow of the Australian Academy of Science, eminent 
Fellow of the Royal Australian Chemical Institute and 
Bragg Member of the Royal Institution of Australia.

Professor Denis Crane was awarded a Member of the 
Order of Australia (AM) for significant service to education 
in the field of biochemistry and molecular biology, as an 
academic and researcher, and to scientific bodies.

Denis is currently Professor Emeritus at Griffith 
University. He gained his BSc Honours in Biochemistry 
from the University of Queensland and his PhD in 
Biochemistry from Griffith University. He undertook a 
postdoctoral fellowship in Germany in the then emerging 
area of oxidative stress before returning to Griffith as 
a Research Fellow. He was appointed to Professor in 
2007. Denis was Head of the School of Biomolecular and 
Biomedical Science in 2006.

Denis’ principal research has focused on peroxisome 
biology – the genetics and pathways of peroxisome 
biogenesis in yeast and humans; common genetic 
mutations in Australasian peroxisome biogenesis 
disorder patients; the use of mouse models to investigate 
PBD neuropathology. 

Denis has been a proud member of the ABS/ASBMB 
for over 40 years. He was a member of the 1994 
ASBMB conference local organising committee, ASBMB 
Queensland State Representative from 1998–2000, 
ComBio99 Secretary and ComBio2006 Program Chair. 
He was President of ASBMB from 2007–2008. Denis was 
also the ASBMB delegate to the FAOBMB Council from 
2011–2014, was on the IUBMB Nominating Committee 
from 2009–2015, including as Chair from 2012–2015, 
and has been a member of the IUBMB Committee for 
Symposia since 2009.

Denis obtained a Carrick Citation in 2007 for 
postgraduate research education, a reflection of both 
his passion for the research–teaching nexus and 
the significant research contribution of more than 20 
talented graduate students. For having worked with 
these students, as well as with many outstanding 
Australian and international research collaborators, he 
is extremely grateful.
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Australia Day Honours 
for ASBMB Members

Professor Sharad Kumar was appointed a Member 
of the Order of Australia (AM) for significant service to 
medical research in the field of cancer and cell biology, 
as a scientist and author, to medical education, and as a 
mentor.

Sharad is a NHMRC Senior Principal Research Fellow, a 
co-Director of the Centre for Cancer Biology, a Research 
Professor and Chair of Cancer Biology at the University 
of South Australia. His laboratory has made several 
seminal contributions to biomedical sciences, including 
the discovery of Nedd genes, such as Nedd1, a key 
centrosomal protein required for g-tubulin recruitment; 
Nedd2 (caspase-2), one of the first mammalian caspase; 
Nedd4, the first and the founding member of the WW-
HECT type of ubiquitin-protein ligase family; and Nedd8, 
a ubiquitin-like protein involved in a protein modification 
pathway, now widely known as ‘neddylation’. His group 
also discovered a large part of the Drosophila cell 
death machinery and defined a caspase-independent, 
autophagy-depended cell death process. Other 
discoveries from his team include Ndfips as regulators 
of the Nedd4 family of ubiquitin ligases, the functions of 
Nedd4 family of ubiquitin ligases and Ndfips in regulating 
ion channels and transporters, and an unexpected role 
of caspase-2 as a tumour suppressor. He continues 
to study caspase biology and functions, mechanisms 
of developmentally programmed cell deaths, and the 
physiological functions and regulation of the Nedd4 family 
members. He is a Fellow of the Australian Academy 
of Science, and the Australian Academy of Health and 
Medical Sciences. His contributions to cell biology and 
biomedical research have also been recognised through 
the 2003 ASBMB Amersham Biosciences Award, the 
Ranbaxy Research Award, the 2013 ASBMB Lemberg 
Medal, the 2013 FAOBMB Research Excellence Award 
and the 2016 ANZSCDB President’s Medal. He is 
currently the President of ANZSCDB.

Professor	Anthony	Weiss was appointed a Member 
of the Order of Australia (AM) for significant service to 
science in the field of biotechnology, as an academic, 
researcher, author and mentor, and through executive 
roles with scientific institutions.

He is the McCaughey Chair in Biochemistry, Professor 
of Biochemistry & Molecular Biotechnology, Leader of 
the Tissue Engineering & Regenerative Medicine Node 
at the Charles Perkins Centre, and Professor at the 
Bosch Institute at the University of Sydney. His awards 
include Fulbright Scholar, the Innovator of Influence 
Award, Australasian Society for Biomaterials and Tissue 
Engineering Research Excellence Award, Federation 
of Asian and Oceanian Biochemists and Molecular 
Biologists Entrepreneurship Award, and Royal Australian 
Chemical Institute Applied Research Medal. He is 
immediate Past President of the Matrix Biology Society, 
on the Global Executive of the Tissue Engineering and 
Regenerative Medicine International Society and was 
recently elected as the Society’s Chair for Asia Pacific.

Professor Weiss is a biochemist, innovator, industry 
consultant, and clinical stage company founder. He leads 
research on human tropoelastin and synthetic elastin, 
is an inventor on over forty awarded patents in fifteen 
families, on ten Editorial Boards, Fellow of the Royal 
Society of Chemistry, Fellow of the Australian Academy 
of Technological Sciences and Engineering, Fellow of 
the Royal Australian Chemical Institute, Fellow of the 
Royal Society of NSW, Fellow of the American Institute 
for Medical and Biological Engineering, Fellow of the 
Australian Institute of Company Directors, and Fellow 
of Biomaterials Science and Engineering. He was the 
ASBMB NSW State Representative from 1991–1994. He 
is delighted to be in the Australian Biochemist!
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It is our pleasure to announce the launch of a new 
ASBMB Special Interest Group (SIG) on the topic 
Cell Architecture, focusing on the structure–function 
relationship of cellular structures and the immediate 
extracellular environment of cells. The group will 
provide a national forum for researchers in the field of 
cell structure, cell cytoskeleton, cell adhesion and cell 
interactions. The SIG formed due to the continuing 
interest of many research labs in understanding how the 
cytoskeleton and cellular interactions regulate a wide 
range of physiological functions, including but not limited 
to cell division, cell migration, cell adhesion, intracellular 
transport and endo- and exocytosis. 

We encourage researchers from a wide range of 
disciplines, such as cancer research, neuroscience and 
mechanobiology, to become part of and contribute to the 
activities of the new SIG.  Each year, the SIG will hold the 
Cell Architecture in Development and Disease (CADD) 
symposium. The CADD symposium was established 
in 2012 and has grown to become a communication 
platform for local, national and international researchers 
in the cell architecture field as it has been regularly 
supported by the ASBMB. The CADD symposium will 
provide opportunities for PhD students, early and mid-
career researchers to present and discuss their work. 
Networking between young and more senior researchers 
at these meetings will provide important knowledge 
exchange and mentorship opportunities for our students 
and early career researchers. The Cell Architecture SIG 
committee will coordinate the CADD meeting activities 
with the organisers of ComBio and to promote ASBMB at 
the annual CADD meeting. This year’s 7th CADD meeting 
will take place on 1 November in Sydney. Further details 
on speaker lineup and venue will be announced soon.

If you would like to become part of the SIG or receive 
more information about the activities of the Cell 
Architecture SIG, please contact one of our committee 
members:
Chair – Thomas Fath thomas.fath@mq.edu.au
Secretary/Treasurer	– Vladimir Sytnyk 
v.sytnyk@unsw.edu.au
Communications	Officer	– Nicole Bryce 
nicole.bryce@unsw.edu.au
ECR/MCR Representative – Catherine Blizzard 
catherine.blizzard@utas.edu.au
PhD Representative – Christopher Small 
c.small@uq.edu.au

Thomas	Fath,	Cell	Architecture	Chair
thomas.fath@mq.edu.au

Launch of a New ASBMB Special 
Interest Group: Cell Architecture

Thomas Fath, 
Chairperson of the 

new ASBMB Cell 
Architecture SIG.
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The RNA Network of Australasia (RnA) Special Interest 
Group of the ASBMB is dedicated to the promotion of 
RNA research in the Australian scientific community, as 
well as fostering collaboration and building a network 
of RNA researchers in Australia. The Special Interest 
Group is a nationwide group with about 150 members 
participating in local and national events. 

RnA began life in 2002 as the Australian RNA Users 
Group and became an ASBMB SIG in 2007. Thomas 
Preiss (John Curtin School of Medical Research, ACT) 
started the group as Chair and Archa Fox (School of 
Human Sciences and Molecular Sciences, University of 
Western Australia), took over as Chair in 2015. There are 
State Representatives that each work to coordinate local 
meetings.

In most years, the RnA supports an ECR to attend 
ComBio, including payment for registration and travel 
costs. In 2016, Tara Richman from Aleksandra Filipovska’s 
lab at the Harry Perkins Institute of Medical Research, 
WA, was selected from a competitive shortlist to attend 
ComBio. Tara presented her work on ‘Loss of the RNA-
binding protein TACO1 causes late-onset mitochondrial 
dysfunction in mice’ in the muscle health and disease 
symposium at ComBio in Brisbane. Interested ECRs 
(no greater than five years post-PhD), who would like to 
apply for the RnA SIG ComBio support prize in 2018 can 
email Archa Fox: archa.fox@uwa.edu.au.

Australian RNA Salon initiative
The International RNA Society now supports the 

development of an ‘RNA Salon’ seminar series to be run 
anywhere in the world. Interested RNA groups can apply 
to the international RNA Society (https://www.rnasociety.
org/rna-salons/). In the last few years, the RNA Society 
has supported an RNA Salon based in Melbourne and 
the RnA has also supported this series (see the Victorian 
activities section for more details). There is now a Perth 
RNA Salon and we anticipate that with the combined 
support of the RNA Society and the RnA, more Salons 
will pop up around Australia. 

The	international	RNA	Society
One activity of RnA has been to lobby the RNA Society 

to hold its annual meeting in Australia. We have overcome 
a few hurdles, but have come up against a shortage of 
Australian members of the RNA Society being a problem. 
So, have you ever thought about becoming a member of 
the RNA Society? We are seeking to boost the numbers of 
Australian scientist members by promoting the benefits: 
reduced cost for registration to the RNA Meeting, 
cheaper publication in the RNA journal and opportunity of 

hosting an RNA Salon. We anticipate that as the number 
of Australian RNA Society members increase, so too will 
our chance of hosting an RNA meeting here.

The	Second	Joint	Australia	and	Japan	RNA	Meeting
Japan has a strong foundation in RNA research. Japan 

is therefore a key collaborative country for Australian 
scientists – and being in the same time zone certainly 
helps for easy travel! One of the biggest achievements 
of the RnA was working together with our Japanese 
counterparts to organise the first Joint Australia and 
Japan RNA Meeting, held in Sydney at the end of 2014. 
The event was very successful and enjoyable with over 
100 registrants, including 34 from Japan.  

I am pleased to report that the second Joint Australia 
and Japan RNA Meeting will be held in Sapporo, Japan 
from 5 to 7 November 2018. Themes will likely include 
RNA silencing, splicing, RNA-protein interactions and 
RNA quality control, translational control, long noncoding 
RNA, RNA structure and ribosomes, RNA processing 
and sessions focused on miRNAs and tRNAs.

Whilst the website is still under construction, I urge you 
to get in touch with me if you are interested in attending, 
or have students that might like to attend. 

Victorian activities
The main activity in Victoria has been the ‘meRNA’ 

meeting series organised by Minni Anko, Peter Boag 
and Traude Beilharz (Monash University). The meRNA 
is a monthly seminar series with two talks per session, 
followed by drinks and nibbles. Supporters of the meRNA 
include the RNA Society, RnA and companies such as 
Lexogen. The meRNA seminar series has been really 
useful for students, for instance in finding PhD supervisors, 
and many collaborations have started following meeting 

RNA Network of Australasia: 
an ASBMB Special Interest Group

The 2017 
meRNA 
meeting 

series 
student 
speaker 

awardees, 
Charlotte 

Nejad (PhD) 
and Nicholas 

MacKenzie 
(Honours).

https://www.rnasociety.org/rna-salons/
https://www.rnasociety.org/rna-salons/
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in the meRNA. In 2017, two student speakers were 
awarded prizes: Charlotte Nejad (PhD student) and 
Nicholas MacKenzie (Honours student). The prize was 
a two-year membership to the RNA Society. Notable 
speakers in 2017 have included Joseph Rosenbluh 
(Hudson Institute), Michael Gantier (Hudson Institute), 
Sureshkumar Balasubramanian (Biological Sciences, 
Monash University), Brendan Russ (Microbiology, 
Monash University), Julian Rood (Microbiology, Monash 
University), Matthew Wilce (Biochemistry, Monash 
University), Partha Das (Anatomy, Monash University) 
and Carl Walkley (St Vincents Institute).

Western	Australian	activities
With the additional support of the RNA Society, we 

have started a Perth RNA Salon. The first meeting was 
a special symposium held at the end of October 2017, 
entitled ‘Multidisciplinary insights into higher order 
biological complexes’. It featured invited international 
speakers Shinichi Nakagawa and Tetsuro Hirose 
(Hokkaido University, Japan), and Australian speaker 
Danny Hatters (University of Melbourne). In addition, a 
number of Perth RNA scientists spoke about their work, 
including Aleksandra Filipovska, Archa Fox and Charlie 

Bond. The one-day event was held on the banks of the 
Swan River and was graced by passing dolphins at the 
afternoon break. This was the first of hopefully many 
successful Perth RNA-focussed events.

South Australian activities
In 2017, the Adelaide RNA group activities were 

arranged by Lachlan Jolly, with support from outgoing 
organisers Cameron Bracken and Iain Searle. This 
year the branch teamed up with EpicSA (Epigenetics 
Consortium of SA) to hold monthly meetings, in which 
two talks – one RNA and one epigenetics based (and 
often overlapping) – were provided by local speakers 
from the Centre for Cancer Biology, Adelaide University 
and Flinders University. The Friday afternoon meetings 
often led into healthy discussions over an end of week 
refreshment, and were typically attended by between 
20–50 interested parties. The meetings are alternately 
sponsored by Life Technologies, Millenium Science, and 
Qiagen. Speakers in 2017 included Raman Sharma, 
Simon Barry, Nicholas Eyre, John Schienken, Andrew 
Hao as well as student speakers.

Archa Fox, RnA Chair
archa.fox@uwa.edu.au

RNA Network of Australasia: 
an ASBMB Special Interest Group
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The Sydney Protein Group (SPG) has a rich history of 
promoting protein science locally. The SPG is made up of 
protein scientists and students from academia, hospitals 
and industry that meet regularly to hear updates from local 
and international speakers on the latest developments 
in protein science. The SPG organises and supports 
several annual events, with the help of funding from the 
ASBMB and dedicated trade partners. 

An important Sydney Protein Group ethos is to provide 
opportunities for young researchers working in the field of 
protein science to attend high quality scientific meetings, 
where they can hear about recent research, interact with 
guest speakers and other researchers, and present their 
own work. An initiative of the ASBMB in recent years is 
to offer a SIG-sponsored speaking slot at ComBio for a 
promising early career researcher. This year the SPG-
sponsored ECR who spoke at ComBio2017 was Carus 
Lau (Victor Chang Cardiac Research Institute). He was 
selected at the East Coast Protein Meeting 2017. Caurus 
talked about the mechanisms of hERG channel gating 
and drug inhibition.

The SPG offers the Thompson Prize, named in 
honour of the eminent local protein scientist, EOP (Ted) 
Thompson. The Thompson Prize is awarded for the best 
oral presentation by a young local scientist in the field of 
protein structure and function. 

The 26th Annual Thompson Prize evening was held at 
the University of Technology Sydney on 24 November 
2017. Iain Duggin hosted this superbly organised 
event. As always, there was plenty of support from the 
SPG community with students and academics from 
the institutes and universities in Greater Sydney and 
Wollongong region serving as presenters and audience 
members.

Lisanne Spenkelink (University of Wollongong) kicked 
off the talks by describing her work on the use of single 
molecule techniques to look at the yeast replisome and 
one of its accessory subcomplex.

Camilla Faoro (University of Sydney) showed off her 
exquisite, high-resolution structures of the FtsY protein 
component of the bacterial signal recognition particle.

Next, Daniel Winter (University of NSW) told us about 
his discovery on the various and surprisingly large 
number of post-translational modifications (PTMs) 
on methyltransferases. These PTMs might regulate 
methyltransferase function.

Claudia Kielkopf (University of Wollongong) described 
her work on investigating and the oligomeric state of ApoD 
– she is tantalisingly close to solving the architecture of 
its oligomeric state. 

Leah Stroud’s (Western Sydney University) work was 
focussed on the parasite Tritrichomonas foetus, using 
mass spectrometric techniques to identify protein factors 
that make it pathogenic in some species and not in 
others. She found that cysteine proteases are potential 
culprits.

Finally, James Walshe (University of Sydney) spoke 
about his work on the EutV ANTAR domain and showed 
us the structure of this protein both in the apo and RNA 
bound form; providing new insights into its molecular 
mechanism.

It was no easy task for the judges, Steven Djordjevic 
(University of Technology Sydney), Jacqui Matthews 
(University of Sydney) and Till Boecking (University of 
NSW), to pick a winner. In the end, Lisanne Spenkelink 
took home the 2017 Thompson Prize valued at $600.

As for the SPG Travel Awards, Christine Oellig 
(Victor Chang Cardiac Research Institute) won the ATA 
Scientific Lorne Travel Award, Elise Needham (University 
of Sydney) won the SPG Lorne Travel Award, while Alex 
Rookyard (University of Sydney) was awarded the Greg 
Ralston Memorial Prize.

Jason Low (Secretary) and Liza Cubeddu 
(President), Sydney Protein Group

http://sydney.edu.au/science/
molecular_bioscience/spg/index.html

Sydney Protein Group Report

Thompson finalists, from left: Claudia Kielkopf, Camilla Faoro, Lisanne Spenkelink (winner), 
James Walshe, Leah Stroud, Daniel Winter and Thompson host, Iain Duggin.

http://sydney.edu.au/science/molecular_bioscience/spg/index.html
http://sydney.edu.au/science/molecular_bioscience/spg/index.html
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Biochemists	 and	 molecular	 biologists	 investigate	
all forms of life, such as viruses, bacteria, yeast, 
fungi,	plants	and	animals.	The	field	is	progressing	at	
a	breath-taking	rate	and	the	possibilities	of	discovery	
continue	 to	 expand.	 Professor	 Leann	 Tilley,	
President of the Australian Society for Biochemistry 
and	Molecular	Biology	(ASBMB),	spoke	to	Research 
Features to further discuss this and how ASBMB is 
devoted	 to	promoting	 research,	new	developments	
and	education	in	biochemistry	and	molecular	biology	
in	Australia.

Progress in science is achieved through observation 
and experiment. Biochemistry and its close cousin, 
molecular biology, are experimental sciences that 
advance from well-thought out investigations in the 
laboratory. Biochemistry and molecular biology are 
dynamic, exciting sciences that contribute important 
information to biology, medicine, nutrition, agriculture, 
physiology, genetics, and immunology – practically all 
the primary specialities in the life sciences. They can 
be defined as the sciences concerned with the chemical 
basis of life as these sciences allow an understanding of 
how the natural world works.

Biochemists and molecular biologists are interested in 
the molecular functions of all living organisms, from the 
smallest virus to the largest whale and the ASBMB aims 
to help build their interest and promote their research in 
Australia. Led by their President Professor Leann Tilley, 
the ASBMB strives to promote the discipline, facilitate 
research, advance knowledge, and inform and advise 
the Australian community and government. Professor 
Tilley discussed with us the ASBMB’s mission and role 
within the world of Australian science in greater detail.

Hi	 Prof	 Tilley!	 How	 would	 you	 define	 your	
responsibilities in your current role as President 
of the Australian Society for Biochemistry and 
Molecular	Biology	(ASBMB)?

As the President of ASBMB, I work with the ASBMB 
Council and the Executive Committee to promote 
research, new developments and education in 
biochemistry and molecular biology in Australia. The 
Executive group works to encourage excellence in 
biochemistry and molecular biology and to disseminate 

information about biochemistry and molecular biology 
achievements to members of the academic, research and 
industry communities, and more generally to the public. 
The Executive group also seeks to advise Government 
bodies on policies relevant to biochemistry and molecular 
biology.

Why	was	ASBMB	set	up	and	what	are	 its	 founding	
aims	and	objectives?

The Society was established in 1955 as the Australian 
Biochemical Society. It underwent a name change to 
incorporate molecular biology in 1990.

ASBMB aims to:
1. Promote, support and facilitate research.
2. Advance knowledge of biochemistry and molecular 

biology.
3. Facilitate the dissemination of information relating 

to research and teaching among professional 
biochemists and molecular biologists and students 
of these sciences by means of publications, by 
conducting conferences, seminars and lectures 
at local, national and international levels, and by 
facilitating interactions between Australian and 
international biochemists and molecular biologists.

4. Advise appropriate government, industrial and 
educational bodies on matters relating to research 
and teaching in biochemistry and molecular biology.

5. Inform the Australian community about research 
contributions to agricultural, chemical, food, medical 
and pharmaceutical sciences, and promote an 
appreciation of the roles of biochemistry and molecular 
biology in the maintenance and improvement of 
living standards in the Australian and international 
communities, and in enhancing the economy through 
the development of innovative technology.

From a more personal perspective, which areas of 
biochemistry	 and	 molecular	 biology	 do	 you	 focus	
your	research	on?

My laboratory is working to understand and control 
malaria. We are particularly interested in how the malaria 
parasite alters its host red blood cells (RBCs) in ways 
that underpin malaria pathology, as well as how the 
parasite transforms itself in preparation for transmission 
to a mosquito vector. My lab has made significant 
contributions to studies of the action of and resistance to 
the antimalarial drug, artemisinin.

We embrace a large range of technologies, from drug 
and protein biochemistry to molecular cell biology and 
novel imaging technologies. I believe that answering the 
major medical and biotechnology questions of the 21st 
century will require convergence of the life and physical 
sciences, with particular reliance on advanced imaging 
techniques and biocomputational approaches. My lab 
would like to be part of the exciting developments in this 
area.

ASBMB: ‘down’-under the microscope
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When	ASBMB	was	first	established	back	in	1955,	 it	
was	 known	 as	 the	Australian	 Biochemical	 Society.	
Please	can	you	expand	on	the	reasoning	behind	the	
name	change	to	incorporate	molecular	biology?

Biochemistry emerged as a sub-discipline from 
physiology in the early part of last century, as a cross-
disciplinary field that uses chemical approaches to 
investigate physiological processes. As biochemistry 
developed and expanded in the early 1950s, Australian 
biochemists felt the need for a specialist biochemical 
society. Professor Rudi Lemberg established the 
Australian Biochemical Society and became its 
Foundation President in 1955. With the invention of the 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique and methods 
for partial automation of DNA sequencing in the 1980s, 
the new field of molecular biology was launched and the 
Society’s then President, Professor Bruce Stone, led the 
movement to expand the name of the Society to reflect 
these changes.

ASBMB	 publishes	 its	 own	 educational	 magazine	
called the Australian Biochemist.	What	influence	has	
this	had	 in	ensuring	ASBMB’s	research	reaches	 its	
members?

ASBMB publishes an informative scientific research and 
educational magazine three times a year, the Australian 
Biochemist, and it is available to our members online. 
the Australian Biochemist keeps members up-to-date 
with relevant scientific and discipline news in Australia 
and abroad. Articles provide information about new 
development in areas of research and technical interest 
to Australian biochemists and molecular biologists. 
It provides Society members with an introduction to 
new perspectives and approaches, and emerging 
opportunities for innovation and discovery in biochemistry 
and molecular biology. The magazine also profiles Award 
winners and provides information about developments 
in research funding, government research strategy and 
career options.

ASBMB	 offers	 several	 fantastic	 awards	 schemes.	
Why	 is	 it	 so	 important	 recognise	 biochemists	 and	
molecular	biologists	in	this	way?

A recent article published in the international science 
journal Nature points out that ~40% of research scientists 
work more than 60 hours in a week, compete for ever-
dwindling funding, face constant criticism and rejection 
via the peer review system and have a highly uncertain 
career path.

The ASBMB awards seek to provide positive recognition 
and endorsement of the excellence and achievements 
of Australian biochemists and molecular biologists by 
providing competitive medals and awards for members at 
different stages of their scientific careers. Our awards can 
provide important credibility for early career researchers, 
thereby fostering ambition and helping forge careers 
paths.

ASBMB also awards Travel fellowships to outstanding 
PhD students and postdoctoral researchers to attend 
international conferences and to further their scientific 
development by travelling to visit international colleagues.

You	currently	work	as	a	Professor	at	the	University	
of	 Melbourne,	 having	 previously	 served	 as	 both	
the Director and Deputy Director of the Australian 
Research Council Centre of Excellence for Coherent 
X-ray	Science	(CXS)	as	well.	How	do	you	think	these	
previous roles have helped in your current role as 
President	of	ASBMB?

This CXS received international acclaim for building a 
tightly-knit cross-disciplinary group, for fostering cross-
institutional work, for making important contributions to 
the development of new techniques and for implementing 
infrastructure that is of benefit to many colleagues. The 
skills I learned working with the CXS are critical to my 
efforts to set directions for the ASBMB, including efforts 
to reinvigorate the annual conference, to modernise our 
communication methods, to make use of social media, 
to seek input into government policy and to develop 
innovative educational resources.

Although	 your	 society’s	 name	 features	 a	 more	
Australian focus, do you also extend your outreach 
to collaborate with other societies, researchers and 
institutions	across	the	world?

The ASBMB has close links with the New Zealand 
Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 
(NZSBMB), and NZSBMB aims to hold their annual 
meeting in conjunction with ASBMB every three years. 
The ASBMB actively participates in joint activities with 
the Federation of Asian and Oceanian Biochemists and 
Molecular Biologists (FAOBMB) and the International 
Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (IUBMB). 
For example, Australia is bidding to host a joint ComBio/
NZBMB/FAOBMB/ IUBMB meeting in Melbourne in 2024. 
This represents an important opportunity to showcase 
Australian science to an international audience.

ASBMB: ‘down’-under the microscope

Leann Tilley with research students
Molly Parkyn Schneider and Emma McHugh.
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ComBio	 is	 ASBMB’s	 major	 conference	 held	 each	
year.	What	 is	 the	significance	of	 this	and	what	will	
the	conference	focus	on	when	it’s	run	later	this	year?

ASBMB coordinates the national scientific conference, 
ComBio, run in conjunction with other societies. The 
programme features prominent international speakers 
alongside a range of high calibre Australian presenters. 
The meeting themes cover a wide range of topics to 
appeal across the spectrum of interests of biochemists 
and molecular biologists. At ComBio, young scientists 
are given a vital opportunity to present their work, and 
all delegates benefit from networking during scientific 
and social events. Attendees learn about cutting-edge 
technology at the trade exhibition run by ASBMB’s 
Sustaining Industry Members.

How do you see the landscape for biochemistry and 
molecular	biology	changing	over	the	next	five	to	ten	
years?	Are	there	any	areas	that	we	should	be	feeling	
particularly	excited	about?

Large-scale research endeavours, such as the Genome 
and Proteome projects, are yielding an enormous wealth 
of biometric information about living organisms. However, 
it is becoming clear that many pieces of the puzzle of 
life are still missing. We are far from understanding 
the complexity of cellular machinery – let alone whole 
organisms. It is increasingly evident that answering the 

major biology and biotechnology questions of the 21st 
century will require the integration of insights from many 
different approaches.

Molecular bioscientists are now working to integrate 
data from a range of technologies to understand cellular 
organisation at an unprecedented level. I am confident 
that the next decade will see biochemists and molecular 
biologists embrace new integrative approaches, which 
will change biochemistry and molecular biology from 
phenomenon-focused observational disciplines into a 
more quantitative, information-driven, holistic discipline.

A recent revolutionary development has made it 
possible to determine the 3D structures of proteins using 
a technology called Single Particle Cryo-EM. As Richard 
Feynman (Nobel Prize in Physics) said: “It is very easy 
to answer many fundamental biological questions; you 
just look at the thing!” CryoEM is transforming the way 
protein structures are determined, providing a capability 
that was beyond imagination only a few years ago.

Another revolution is being built on new techniques for 
gene editing, such as CRISPR, which will make enormous 
advances in health care and AgriBioscience possible, 
and develop innovative bioengineering, biomedical, agri-
food and biomaterials products.

This article was originally published in Research 
Features. It has been modified for publication in the 
Australian Biochemist. Read the original article.

ASBMB: ‘down’-under the microscope

Malaria parasite undergoing division.
Electron microscope image generated by 

Dr Mauro Maiorca, University of Melbourne.

Resistance to the antimalarial drug, artemisinin, 
can be overcome by co-treating parasites with an 

anti-cancer drug, of the proteasome-inhibitor class. 
Electron microscope image generated by 
Dr Eric Hanssen, University of Melbourne.

http://theconversation.com/institutions/unsw-1414
http://researchfeatures.com/
http://researchfeatures.com/
http://researchfeatures.com/2017/12/05/asbmb-australian-society-biochemistry-molecular-biology/
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Science meets 
Parliament 2018

Science meets Parliament is an annual event organised 
by Science & Technology Australia (STA) that was created 
to connect those working in the science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics (STEM) sector with our 
country’s decision makers. For two days each year, the 
Nation’s capital is abuzz with enthusiastic discussions 
between scientists and parliamentarians. On 13–14 
February 2018, Dr Kate Quinlan (University of NSW) 
and Dr Tatiana Soares da Costa (La Trobe University) 
attended SmP 2018 on behalf of the ASBMB. 

The first day of this excellent event was held at the 
National Gallery of Australia. The program started with 
started with an opening address from the STA CEO Kylie 
Walker and Australia’s Chief Scientist Dr Alan Finkel, and 
then had a focus on orientating the STEM delegates to 
the political landscape. As the main aim of the meeting 
was to enable scientists and politicians to communicate 
about issues that are important to Australia, we also 
had a number of sessions designed to help us get our 
research pitches ready. In a communication session after 
lunch on the first day, we practised, in pairs, using fun 
scenarios where one of us had been teleported from the 
16th century and the other person had to explain how a 
mobile phone worked or to convince the time traveller to 
have an X-ray on their sore finger. That so many of us 
would have been burned at the stake for witchcraft by 
the 16th century interloper showed how much jargon we 
use when we communicate. The workshop really helped 
us to think about the messages that we present from the 
perspective of the person that we are communicating 
with. There were also a number of excellent panel 
discussions on Day 1, where we were advised about how 
to make an impact on policy making. It was great to hear 
the first-hand account from Dr Krystal Evans about how 

she ‘accidently’ organised the national rally ‘Discoveries 
Need Dollars’ campaign in support of research funding in 
just a few days. It was also very interesting to learn about 
the news cycle and that if scientists want to engage in 
a debate then they must be able to prepare a response 
within a very short time scale, often mere hours. Most 
of us are accustomed to having weeks or months to 
prepare a thoroughly researched conversation piece, 
research article or grant application. But if we followed 
that timeline in the news, the issue would be very cold by 
the time our input was ready and we would be too late 
to contribute to the debate. The messages throughout 
Day 1 were inspirational and helped us delegates to start 
thinking about our research from a big-picture view and 
to plan a communication strategy that avoided jargon 
and focussed on the needs and interests of the person 
with whom we are trying to communicate.

After a brief break to put on our glad rags, we ended 
Day 1 with a Gala Dinner at Parliament House. Here we 
were allowed to put our newly minted skills into practise 
and mingle with politicians as well as meeting and 
networking with fellow scientists. During the dinner there 
were a number of speeches, including from the Leader 
of the Opposition, the Hon Bill Shorten MP, and from 
the recently appointed Minister for Jobs and Innovation, 
Senator the Hon Michaelia Cash. There was a great 
feeling of good will and recognition of the importance of 
STEM to the future of Australia in the room – let’s hope 
that translates to policies that will enable STEM to flourish 
in Australia into the future. 

On Day 2, we had another full program of sessions, 
but also were able to actually meet, in small groups 
with politicians and to pitch our messages about the 
importance of STEM or our particular research. We also 
attended the National Press Club Address, which was 
presented by Professor Emma Johnston, the President 
of STA. Professor Johnston gave a thoughtful speech 
that focussed on outlining some of the current challenges 

Kate Quinlan and Tatiana Soares da Costa report on SmP2018.

Dr Mel Thomson, Dr Paul McMillan, Dr Michelle Barker 
and Dr Tatiana Soares da Costa meeting with the 
Hon Anthony Byrne MP, holding his superbug gift.

Dr Tatiana Soares 
da Costa at the 
gala dinner with 

Madeleine King MP.
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Science meets 
Parliament 2018

facing STEM researchers but also positioned scientists 
as the solution makers. There was a lot of love in the room 
for the importance of STEM to our nation’s future, which 
could have been assisted by the fact it was Valentine’s 
Day!

After lunch, we returned to Parliament House and were 
given the opportunity to attend Question Time. It was 
certainly lively, but perhaps didn’t show our politicians 
in their best bipartisan light. Luckily, we were also able 
to participate in a parliamentary forum with the Hon 
Karen Andrews MP and the Hon Richard Marles MP, 
who have, from opposite sides of the political divide, 
joined to form the Parliamentary Friends of Science 

group in 2012 (https://scienceandtechnologyaustralia.
org.au/what-we-do/parliamentary-friends-of-science/). 
The genuine enthusiasm shown for science by these 
politicians and also by Adam Bandt MP and Senator 
the Hon Kim Carr during this session was the perfect 
antidote to Question Time. A final drinks session with 
this group was a great way to round off an excellent two 
days. We would like to sincerely thank the ASBMB for 
providing us the opportunity to attend SmP. We are also 
grateful to the STA for organising such a comprehensive 
and informative event. For more information about STA, 
please refer to the article on page 45 of this issue of the 
Australian Biochemist.

The ASBMB congratulates Dr Tatiana Soares da Costa 
(Department of Biochemistry and Genetics, La Trobe 
University) on being named the 2018 FAOBMB Young 
Scientist female awardee. Dr Varodom Charoensawan 
(Department of Biochemistry, Mahidol University, 
Bangkok, Thailand) was named the  2018 FAOBMB 
Young Scientist male awardee. The winners of the Young 
Scientist Awards will present lectures on their work at the 
IUBMB-FAOBMB Congress on 2–4 June 2018 in Seoul, 
Korea, and will also participate in the Young Scientist 
Program preceding the Congress.

The 2018 FAOBMB Award for Research Excellence 
was awarded to Professor Nieng Yan (School of Life 
Sciences, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China). Professor 
Nieng Yan is the first female winner of the FAOBMB 
Award for Research Excellence since it was first awarded 
in 2011. She will deliver a plenary lecture on her research 
work at the forthcoming IUBMB-FAOBMB Congress.

Tatiana  Soares da Costa completed a BSc in 
Biochemistry and Chemistry at the University of 
Canterbury in New Zealand, where she discovered 
her passion for protein biochemistry. Following her 
passion, she undertook a Masters project investigating 
the structure and function of a key enzyme in the lysine 
biosynthetic pathway, resulting in two publications in 
Biochimie.

Further pursuing her developed interest in drug 
discovery, Tatiana moved to Australia and completed a 
PhD at the University of Adelaide. During this three-year 
project, she established a novel in situ click chemistry 
protocol to identify the most potent inhibitors of the 
enzyme biotin protein ligase, with antibacterial activity 
against the superbug Staphylococcus aureus. Tatiana’s 
PhD work resulted in nine publications, including first 
author papers in Chemical Science, Journal of Biological 

Chemistry, Molecular Microbiology and ACS Medicinal 
Chemistry Letters, and co-authorship on a patent.

In 2015, Tatiana was awarded an NHMRC Early Career 
Fellowship and relocated La Trobe University. Here, she 
continues to expand her drug discovery research by 
focusing on the functional and structural characterisation 
of a novel antibiotic target to guide the development of 
novel small molecule inhibitors.

In the last two years, Tatiana has published 15 papers, 
including publications in Journal of Biological Chemistry, 
Science Immunology and Structure and is a co-inventor 
on two patents. Tatiana has continuously been involved in 
teaching, supervising and mentoring students, as well as 
promoting science to the media and community. She has 
been invited to disseminate her research in more than 25 
conferences in Australia, Brazil, Germany, New Zealand, 
Thailand, UK and USA, and has been recognised with 
over 30 awards for research excellence. She currently 
serves as the Co-Editor of the ASBMB magazine, the 
Australian Biochemist.

FAOBMB Young Scientist Award 2018

Tatiana Soares
da Costa.

https://scienceandtechnologyaustralia.org.au/what-we-do/parliamentary-friends-of-science/
https://scienceandtechnologyaustralia.org.au/what-we-do/parliamentary-friends-of-science/
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Leadership changes 
for Science and 
Technology Australia

Science and Technology Australia (STA) is Australia’s 
peak body for various sectors such as science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics. STA 
represents more than 70,000 Australian scientists 
and technologists. During the annual general meeting 
held in Sydney in November 2017, leading marine 
scientist and broadcaster Professor Emma Johnston 
was elected as the President of STA. Other elected 
Executive members are: Dr Jeremy Brownlie (Vice 
President, Griffith University, Geneticist), Professor 
Judith Dawes (Treasurer, Macquarie University, 
Optical Physicist), Dr Zoe Doubleday (Early Career 
Representative, University of Adelaide, Ecologist) and 
Tanya Ha (Ordinary Member Representative, Science 
Communicator and Broadcaster).

The newly elected members will join the existing 
Executive team members, Dr Darren Saunders 
(Secretary, University of NSW, Geneticist), Dr Cathy 
Foley (Policy Chair, CSIRO Manufacturing, Physicist and 
Head) and Associate Professor Alan Duffy (Early Career 
Representative, Swinburne University, Astrophysicist).

Professor Johnston takes on the role from outgoing 
President Emeritus Professor Jim Piper AO. A leading 
marine ecotoxicologist, Professor Johnston is also Dean 
of Science at the University of NSW, a board member 
for the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, and 
co-presenter of the Foxtel/BBC television series, Coast 
Australia.

“There is so much unrealised potential in Australian 
science and technology: STA will work tirelessly to 
ensure that knowledge creation and application are at 
the forefront of Australia’s future economy,” Professor 
Johnston said.

“I’m also proud of our strategy to support and enhance 
a diverse and inclusive workforce in science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics – that makes the most of 
Australia’s genuine breadth of passion, creativity, and 
brainpower.”

“We have an outstanding leadership team to take us to 
the next federal election, where we will be unabashed 
about promoting the value of science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics,” Professor Johnston said.

“We will work hard to secure better job security 
for scientists and technologists, to see them better 
resourced to achieve great things, and highlight the 
vital need for basic research in Australia to underpin the 
commercialisation of our ideas. We will pioneer precision 
medicines and invent new treatments and cures for some 
of the world’s most deadly diseases and illnesses. And 
Australia can and should usher in a new era of open 
discovery and innovation through collaboration and 
cooperation with our international colleagues, neighbours 
and friends.”

Professor Johnston thanked Professor Piper, along with 
other outgoing members of the Executive, Mr Stephen 
Horn and Dr Francine Marques.

STA Executive, from left: Kylie Walker (CEO),
Tanya Ha (Ordinary Member Representative),
Judith Dawes (Treasurer), Darren Saunders 

(Secretary), Jeremy Brownlie (Vice President),
Emma Johnston (President), Alan Duffy (Early Career 

Representative) and Cathy Foley (Policy Chair).
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For the Love of Science: There and Back Again
Since completing my PhD with Dr Dominic Ng and 

Associate Professor Marie Bogoyevitch at the University 
of Melbourne in 2014, I have been pursing my postdoctoral 
research in London with Dr Mark Dodding at King’s 
College London. Living in London is great, however, 
after an acute bout of homesickness, I had booked a trip 
back to see family and friends in June. No sooner had I 
arranged this, I was delighted to find out that I had been 
awarded the 2017 ASBMB Boomerang Award, which 
provided generous funding for me to return to Australia 
and present my postdoctoral work at Combio2017 in 
Adelaide as well as institutes in Brisbane and Melbourne. 
What an honour! And on top of that, I was going on an 
Australian adventure, twice!

My first experience of the ComBio meetings was back 
in 2010 as a PhD student only two months into my 
candidature. I remembered being in awe of the plenary 
speakers and inspired by the breadth of research that 
goes on around the country. My feelings this time around 
were no different (although accompanied by a thumping 
jetlag-headache, so much for that jet set lifestyle!). 
The meeting started off with an excellent lecture by 
Michael Hall (University of Basel). A pioneer in the field 
of TOR signalling, he spoke about his recent work on 
how treatment affects the TOR pathway in liver cancer 
patients, showcasing its translational potential and 
impact in the future of personalised medicine. Adam Frost 
(University of California, San Francisco) gave a stellar 
talk on his cryo-EM research to dissect the mechanisms 
underlying mitochondria fission. This is indeed timely, 
as the development of cryo-EM was awarded the Nobel 
Prize in Chemistry only the next day and highlights the 
resurgence of this technique in biological research. 

My research interests centre on how the microtubule 
cytoskeleton mediates critical functions in health and 
disease. Lars Ittner’s (University of New South Wales) 
lecture focused on the signalling pathways targeting 
the microtubule-associated protein tau and his findings 
provided interesting insights, which challenge our current 

understanding of how tau impacts the pathogenesis 
of Alzheimer’s disease as well as other neurological 
conditions. With my background in cell signalling, 
this was right up my street! However, one of the best 
things about going to conferences is learning about 
something completely new. This time, I found that in 
Christoph Englert’s (Fritz Lipmann Institute, University 
of Jena, Germany) fascinating description of developing 
the African killifish Nothobranchius furzeri (admittedly 
something that I have never heard of before!) as a model 
to study aging due to its short lifespan.

I also had a chance to look around Adelaide, a city that 
I have only been to once before. I could not help but to 
feel a tinge of jealousy when I realised that the city is 
surrounded entirely by parklands as I live in an urban part 
of London. I am also amazed to see the transformation 
of the North Terrace precinct, which now houses the 
new Royal Adelaide Hospital and the South Australian 
Health and Medical Research Institute (SAHMRI). The 
latter partners with the main universities in Adelaide and 
is producing some exciting research, and I anticipate 
that this will develop rapidly into a key research hub in 
Australia. 

Before I realised, the conference was over. My next 
stops were Brisbane and Melbourne, where I presented 
seminars and visited researchers at the School of 
Biomedical Sciences, University of Queensland and the 
Bio21 Institute, University of Melbourne. I received a 
lot of feedback for which I am really grateful, especially 
since these came from colleagues that I have immense 
respect for and hope to emulate in my future career. 

It was great to be home. It was a whirlwind trip but 
thoroughly worthwhile as I managed to pack in a decent 
amount of science, friends and food (another thing that I 
miss dearly). I would like to thank the ASBMB again for 
their support and for a trip that I will never forget!

Yan Yip is a postdoctoral researcher at
the	Division	of	Immunology,	Infection	and

Inflammatory	Diseases,	King’s	College	London.	

Yan: “I did not do 
much sightseeing, 
but I definitely 
saw the insides of 
many restaurants”.

ASBMB Boomerang Award Report

ASBMB President Leann Tilley 
congratulates Yan Yip at ComBio2017.
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Panning for Gold in Mould: 
Using Systems and Synthetic Biology 

Fungi – friends and foes. An often forgotten kingdom of 
life, fungi have significant impact to human. They are the 
major decomposer and nutrient recycler in the ecosystem 
(and give us yummy mushrooms and cheese!). The 
bioactive small molecules made by fungi are the source 
of many important drugs that have fundamentally 
changed human medicine and improved our quality 
of life (think antibiotic penicillin, cholesterol-lowering 
statins and immunosuppressive cyclosporine for organ-
transplantation). These small molecules, called secondary 
metabolites (SMs), continue be a source for drug discovery 
and chemical probes for understanding biology. 

On the flip side, many fungi threaten our food security 
as major both pathogens for crop plants, which cause 
huge yield losses, and as post-harvest food pathogens 
causing food spoilage and contaminating them with 
mycotoxins. Some fungi possess significant threats 

to human health, causing infections, especially in 
immunocompromised individuals. Both the good and bad 
of fungi have something to do with their talent in making 
large diversity of bioactive SMs. 

Fungal genome sequencing revealed surprisingly large 
numbers of biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) that encode 
SMs in fungi, suggesting that we have only uncovered a 
small percentage (3–5%) of what fungi are capable of 
making so far. Many of the BGCs in fungi are apparently 
silent in most laboratory culture conditions and are only 
expressed in response to specific environmental stimuli.

Our lab at University of Western Australia, founded about 
two years ago, focuses on using system and synthetic 
biology, and bioorganic chemistry tools to uncover these 
hidden SMs encoded by these cryptic BGCs in the 
fungal genome – a process often referred to as genome 
mining. We believe that uncovering these hidden fungal 
metabolites in a targeted manner would advance our 
understanding of their biological roles, and uncover new 
molecules that could combat antibiotic resistance, target 
cancer cells, and serve as drug leads for other diseases.

In a recent invited perspective published in Organic 
& Biomolecular Chemistry, we outlined genomics and 
system biology strategies that we could use to efficiently 
uncover BGCs encoding useful bioactive SMs from the 
ocean of genomic information now available (1). Our lab 
has established synthetic biology techniques that allow us 
to activate these silent BGCs in the fungi or reconstruct the 
biosynthetic pathways in a chassis organism to produce 
the SMs.

The lab has been focussing on important crop pathogens. 

Bioplatforms Australia Award

Translating genes to novel metabolites 
with synthetic biology tools.

Phytotoxic metabolites from fungi 
discovered by genome mining in our lab.
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Bioplatforms Australia Award
Guided by gene expression during the growth of the 
fungi on plants, we have uncovered several phytotoxic 
molecules, some of which have been shown to mediate 
the virulence of the fungal pathogen. Besides advancing 
our understanding of plant–microbe interactions, these 
molecules have the potential to be exploited as herbicides 
or plant growth regulators. 

We are currently dissecting the biosynthetic pathways to 
understand how fungi produce these structurally complex 
molecules using ensembles of enzymes. At the same 
time, we are expanding our research to human fungal 
pathogens, where we expect a lot of molecules interacting 
with mammalian macromolecules could be uncovered, as 
well as exploring novel Australian fungal species. 

I am very fortunate to have been awarded the ASBMB 
Bioplatforms Australia Award in 2016. The award has 
been used towards sequencing of novel fungal species in 
Australia (ongoing collaboration with Dr Andrew Piggott at 
Macquarie University, Dr John Pitt at CSIRO and Microbial 
Screening Technologies) and transcriptome sequencing of 
fungal plant pathogens (collaboration with Professor Peter 
Solomon at ANU). I would like to express my gratitude to 
the ASBMB and Bioplatforms Australia as this award has 
seeded many new projects in our young growing lab.

1. Gilchrist CLM, Li H, Chooi YH Org Biomol Chem 
2018;16:1620-1626. DOI: 10.1039/C7OB03127K

Yit-Heng	(Heng)	Chooi	is	an	ARC	Future	Fellow	
and Laboratory Head at the School of Molecular 

Sciences,	University	of	Western	Australia.
His	group	website	is	chooilab.org	

PhD students Cameron Gilchrist (right) and Hang 
Li (left), who co-wrote with Dr Chooi (middle) the 

perspective in Organic & Biomolecular Chemistry.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/C7OB03127K
https://sites.google.com/site/chooilab/
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Science Teachers’ Association of 
Victoria – Science Talent Search

The 2017 
Science 

Teachers’ 
Association 

of Victoria 
Science 

Talent 
Search 

was held 
at La Trobe 
University, 
attracting 

over 3000 
young 

aspiring 
scientists.

In 2017, the Victorian Branch of the ASBMB continued 
its proud sponsorship of the Science Talent Search, 
which was held in October at La Trobe University. The 
Science Teachers’ Association of Victoria founded this 
popular annual event in 1952, the purpose of which was 
three-fold:
• To encourage the serious study of Sciences by 

encouraging independent project work amongst 
science students, providing students the opportunity 
to communicate their achievements to a wider 
audience and to enjoy recognition for their efforts 
and achievements.

• To promote the direct involvement of students in the 
process of science and communication.

• To provide the public an opportunity to witness the 
quality of work being achieved in Science by their 
fellow students.

 As part of the event, students enrolled in Prep through 
to Year 12 are invited to submit projects in ten categories: 
Computer Programs, Games, Science Photography, 
Posters and Scientific Wall Charts, Working Models, 
Inventions, Experimental Research, Creative Writing, 
Video Productions and Class Experimental Research 
Project. 

The theme for 2017 was ‘Future Earth’. There were a 
total of 2468 entries from 3369 student participants from 
169 Victorian schools. These numbers continue to grow 
over the years, which is most encouraging for the future 
of Science in Victoria!

The Victorian Branch of the ASBMB supported the 
2017 Science Talent Search with a $1,000 donation, 
which was awarded as major and minor bursaries to 23 
students from both Victorian Primary and High Schools, 
including: Donburn Primary School, Eltham East Primary 
School, Essex Heights Primary School, Genazzano FCJ 
College, Gleneagles Secondary College, Haileybury 
Newlands Campus, Horsham College, Hume Anglican 
Grammar School, Ivanhoe Grammar School, Mentone 
Grammar Schools, Methodist Ladies’ College, Mount 
Waverly Secondary College, Paynesville Primary 
School, Presbyterian Ladies’ College, Shelford Girls’ 
Grammar and St Catherine’s School.

The major bursary winners for the Science Talent 
Search Experimental Research and Inventions sections 
then had the exciting opportunity to attend the 2018 
National BHP Billiton Science and Engineering Awards 
with three of the young budding scientists representing 
Victoria as finalists!

It was heart-warming to receive letters of appreciation 
to the ASBMB from our young scientists whose 
enthusiasm and excitement of having received awards 
for their work shone through. We are extremely 
fortunate to be in the position to be able to contribute 
to the development of young aspiring scientists and we 
look forward to the opportunity to support this initiative 
for many more years to come. 

Erinna Lee, 
ASBMB Victorian State Representative

www.sciencevictoria.com.au/sts
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The	 step	 of	 identifying	 an	
initial	 lead	 drug	 candidate	 is	
the	 cornerstone	 of	 the	 drug	
development process and is 
also usually the point at which 
actions	 are	 taken	 to	 protect	
the associated intellectual 
property	(IP).	However,	is	this	
the	best	time	to	be	filing	patent	
applications?	What	other	factors	need	to	be	taken	into	
account	when	an	IP	strategy	is	being	developed?
Our	guest	contributor	to	the	IP	column	in	this	issue	
is	Dr	Milena	Dryza.	Milena	is	a	Senior	Associate	at	FPA	
Patent	Attorneys	and	has	a	background	in	synthetic	
organic	 chemistry.	 Milena	 specialises	 in	 IP	 matters	
for the pharmaceutical, chemical science and fast-
moving	 consumer	 goods	 sectors.	 She	 assists	 her	
clients,	including	leading	companies	and	universities	
in	Australia,	New	Zealand,	the	US,	Europe	and	Canada,	
with commercially relevant advice and support at all 
stages	of	the	patent	life	cycle.	

In this article, Milena discusses some of the 
considerations	 and	 factors	 relevant	 to	 picking	 your	
moment	for	filing	a	patent	application.

Introduction
The drug development process is a long and complex 

journey that typically begins with basic research and 
culminates – if successful – in a new drug that is effective 
in the treatment (or prevention) of a disease.

This article considers the initial stages of the drug 
development process – the identification of a target, 
and the subsequent lead identification and medicinal 
chemistry program – with a view to drawing out some 
aspects of patent protection that may be useful to 
consider at this stage.

BC (Before the Chemists)
Prior to screening libraries of compounds and/or 

conducting in silico studies to identify suitable chemical 
(or biological) leads, the mechanism of action of the 
disease of interest is studied and reviewed. The aim of 
this step is to elucidate the target for the treatment (e.g. 
a receptor). 

If the identified target is new (i.e. it has not been 
previously discovered that receptor X can be targeted 
to treat/prevent disease Y), it can be tempting to file a 
patent application to protect this discovery. 

At this stage it is worthwhile considering the scope of 
protection that you will be able to obtain. In other words, 
what type of patent claim could you get, how broad will it 
be and how useful will this be?

For the typical ‘inhibitor of receptor X for the treatment 

of disease Y’ claims, your patent application will need 
to include examples of many different inhibitors in order 
for you to be able to obtain a claim that is not restricted 
to specific inhibitors of receptor X. In addition, for any 
identified inhibitors, you will most likely be restricted to 
the specific compounds tested, unless you have prepared 
and tested a number of analogues of those compounds. 

Other relevant considerations at this stage of the drug 
development process include whether:
• a commercial partner would be interested in this IP, 

without more (i.e. patent applications that claim the 
actual drug candidate) – pharmaceutical companies 
are usually more likely to invest in a technology where 
an initial lead candidate has been identified

• it is worthwhile to disclose your discovery before a lead 
candidate has been identified – one of the purposes 
of a patent application is to disclose to the public what 
your invention is, and doing so at an early stage of 
the project may alert others to your approach, and 
increase the number of potential competitors in your 
space, and

• the term of a patent filed at this stage, when compared 
to the lifetime of the full project (i.e. to product launch), 
will be sufficient to provide any real protection and 
return on investment.

It is important to recognise, however, that this is 
the stage at which many researchers are keen to 
find a commercial partner to provide the funding and 
expertise necessary to help in the identification of a drug 
candidate. One option may be to prepare a provisional 
application, which is never progressed, but which serves 
as a starting point for initiating confidential discussions 
with a potential commercial partner. This approach has 
a number of advantages for both parties, including: 
bringing focus to the discussions (both parties know what 
is on offer); identifying clearly who owns the initial IP (and 
what that initial IP is); and making the foundation of the 
collaboration clear.

AD (At compound Discovery)
Once a target has been identified, the next stage typically 

involves conducting in silico studies and/or screening 
compound libraries to find initial lead candidates. One or 
more suitable lead candidates are then selected, based 
on factors such as whether they satisfy the ‘rule of five’, 
have appropriate selectivity for the intended target, are 
relatively simple to synthesise, offer diverse routes for 
multiple chemical modifications, and, ideally, already 
have information on pharmacokinetic properties, showing 
that they are within a reasonable range of bioavailability 
and half-life (1).  

Following lead selection, a medicinal chemistry program 
is initiated to find a compound that can fulfil a number of 
criteria, particularly the following: satisfies basic needs of 

IP Considerations in the Early 
Stages of Drug Development
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future manufacturing and storage, produces the desired 
pharmacologic effects on the target and in animal 
models of the disease (with a route of administration and 
frequency of dosing commensurate with practical use 
in humans), and does not produce any obvious signs of 
toxicity that would preclude its use in humans (1).  

While the identification of one or more lead candidates 
is generally considered to be an optimal time to pursue 
IP protection, the following may be useful to keep in mind 
at this critical stage of portfolio development:
1. Are the compounds in the screening libraries new 

(or are they already in the literature), or are they 
owned by someone? If the end product of the drug 
development process comes unchanged from one of 
these libraries, this may affect the patentability of the 
compound, as well as the ownership of the IP

2. Modifications to the compounds as they proceed 
through the medicinal chemistry program – is this new 
IP? Who owns this IP?

3. If a number of related compounds are being 
developed, is it a good idea to try to protect them all 
in the one application (for example, covered by one 
general structure), or in separate applications? 

With regard to the last point, pursuing protection of the 
different compounds in separate patent applications may 
be useful where you foresee that different compounds (or 
different groups of compounds) may have slightly different 
uses, or where they solve slightly different problems. This 
may also mean that you provide yourself with an easy 
means for engaging with different commercial partners 
who may be interested in the different compounds. 

You should also consider developing a strategy that 
ensures that your earlier patent applications do not affect 
the validity of any applications you may want to file in 
the future; having narrowly-defined disclosures can be 
very beneficial in this regard. For example, when filing 

your first application, there may be value in confining that 
disclosure to a more narrow position, i.e. don’t overreach 
at this point and potentially damage the opportunity for 
subsequent or improvement inventions which you may 
develop in due course. More specifically, while your 
patent application might discuss certain variations to 
your lead compound, if you don’t have the right data at 
the time of filing, you might not be able to gain allowance 
of a patent claim that broadly covers the variation based 
solely on this first disclosure and you might instead be 
limited only to the specific example you have developed 
up to that point. Further, by suggesting or disclosing the 
variation too early, you may preclude later opportunities 
for obtaining a patent on a subsequent application when 
you do eventually produce the variation. Obviously, there 
is some balancing to be done here and your patent 
attorney can best guide through the process of determine 
what to disclose and when.

 Another advantage of having separate applications is 
that each application can be the subject of a separate 
extension of term, which may afford you a longer term of 
patent protection for the different groups of compounds, 
than if all of the compounds were bundled into the one 
application.

Hopefully, this article has provided you with some 
useful insights into how best to protect your IP at this 
critical stage of drug development. It is tempting at an 
early stage in the drug development process to attempt 
to capture all of your IP in a single patent, or a number of 
patents. However, a more measured approach can avoid 
‘shooting yourself in the foot’ in respect of protecting 
future developments, and is by far the better commercial 
strategy.

Reference
1. Hefti, F.F. (2008) BMC Neurosci., 9(Supp 3), S7.

IP Considerations in the Early 
Stages of Drug Development
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Anthony (Tony) William Linnane (1930-2017)
Tony Linnane was a 

highly accomplished 
research leader in 
the Department of 
Biochemistry at Monash 
University. He is well 
known as a towering 
figure of Australian 
and international 
Biochemistry not only for 
his outstanding research 
on the biogenesis of 
mitochondria but also for 
his roles in the Australian 
Biochemical Society 
(ABS, later ASBMB) 

and the International Union of Biochemistry (IUB, later  
IUBMB). Born in Sydney on 17 July 1930, Linnane 
received his PhD at the University of Sydney in 1956, 
working under the supervision of Professor Jack Still. 
In the mid-1950s, he was the first to isolate functional 
mitochondria from baker’s yeast, Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae, an organism with which he made his most 
lasting and impressive achievements during a remarkable 
two decades of work during the 1960s and 1970s. His 
later work branched out into a series of mammalian 
biochemistry and molecular biology projects covering a 
number of areas. These projects, some of which were 
pursued after he left Monash in 1996, predominantly had 
a biomedical focus embodying a drive towards clinical 
trials and commercialisation. He continued working 
virtually to the day of his passing on 11 November 2017.

On completion of his PhD, Linnane went to the lab of 
David E Green at the Institute for Enzyme Research at 
the University of Wisconsin, USA. Linnane pursued work 
on preparations derived from beef heart mitochondria, 
called electron transport particles, containing portions of 
what became later known as the mitochondrial respiratory 
chain. In his two years at the ‘Enzyme Institute’, Tony 
encountered many leading biochemists of the era, 
providing an inspirational experience for him. The vision 
of contributing to science at the highest level permeated 
Tony’s life from that time on.

Returning to the University of Sydney in 1959, as Lecturer, 
Tony decided not to compete directly with the mammalian 
mitochondrial ‘heavyweights’ he had encountered in 
the US, but to use yeast as a model eukaryote that not 
only contained functional mitochondria but also readily 
generated mutants called ‘petites’ that lacked respiratory 
function. He realised that the emerging studies on protein 
synthesis, informed by genetic studies in bacteria, could 
be applied to yeast in order to work out how mitochondria 
are formed. In 1962, Linnane moved to Monash as 
Reader in Biochemistry, to be made Professor in 1965. 

There his seminal work took off as he and his colleagues 
set up a series of elegant studies that demonstrated a 
protein synthesising system within mitochondria of yeast, 
which could be inhibited by antibacterial drugs such 
as chloramphenicol to generate a respiration-deficient 
phenotype resembling that of petite mutants. Linnane’s 
studies supported the then controversial view that 
mitochondria had evolved from bacteria.

Linnane and colleagues discovered a series of 
antibiotic resistance markers (that presumably affected 
mitochondrial ribosomes), which were inherited 
separately from nuclear 
genes. At the same time, 
Linnane used the property 
of Saccharomyces as 
a facultative anaerobe 
to generate cells 
with primitive (under-
developed) mitochondria 
after anaerobic growth in 
fermentative mode yielding 
ethanol as a product of 
anaerobic glycolysis (yes, 
that is how beer is brewed). 
Restoring oxygen enabled 
the cells to regenerate 
mitochondria with their 
full array of membranes 
and respiratory enzymes, 
thus allowing biochemical 
approaches to analysing 
mitochondrial formation.

In the relatively well-
funded environment in universities of that period, Linnane 
built up a formidable array of technologies including 
biochemistry, genetics, enzymology, electron microscopy 
and later, molecular biology, to study in depth what 
Linnane dubbed “the biogenesis of mitochondria”. The 
years 1967 through to 1987 saw a remarkable series of 
66 publications under this generic title (plus many more 
without a ‘biogenesis of mitochondria’ label) on a wide 
range of topics within this theme. Through such broad 
multidisciplinary approaches, with a common integrated 
focus, the formation of the mitochondrial organelle and 
its membrane-associated enzyme complexes of the 
respiratory chain and ATP synthase was elucidated. The 
key understandings to emerge from Linnane’s work were 
that this process takes place by cooperative contribution 
of two genetic systems (the chromosomes containing 
nuclear DNA and another multicopy organellar genome 
in the mitochondria, called mtDNA), and two separate 
ribosomal protein-synthesising systems: one in the 
cytosol and one within mitochondria themselves.

A major achievement of Linnane and colleagues at 

In Memoriam

Emeritus Professor
Anthony Linnane, 2017.

Professor AW Linnane, 
Chair of Biochemistry at 
Monash University, circa 
1965. Monash University 

Archives, IN27.
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Monash was the construction of the first physical map 
of yeast mtDNA in the mid-1970s. The physical mapping 
of ten protein-coding genes and two rRNA genes on 
the circular mitochondrial genome was performed by 
molecular genetic techniques, exploiting the unique 
properties of petite mutants as deletion mutants each 
retaining a particular portion of mtDNA. This elegant 
physical mapping of gene locations predated the use of 
restriction enzymes, whose widespread application came 
later. Work after this period at Monash began to focus on 
the mitochondrial ATP synthase. As part of these studies, 
a series of novel monoclonal antibodies were made, 
which were highly efficient in immunoprecipitating the 
undissociated ATP synthase complex. These new tools 
allowed a series of experiments on the structure and 
function of this enzyme complex to be carried out.

For these major contributions to understanding the 
formation of mitochondria, Linnane was elected as 
Fellow of the Academy of Science (Canberra) in 1972 
and Fellow of the Royal Society (London) in 1980. 
Thereafter, Linnane’s efforts changed direction and 
broadened in the 1980s. Molecular biology and antibody 
technologies were already strengths in the Linnane group 
and he capitalised on these to move into the diversified 
areas of human interferon research and antibodies 
recognising serum mucins in colorectal and other 
cancers. Linnane’s lifelong interests in mitochondria 
and bioenergetics (particularly oxidation/reduction) were 
refocussed on mammalian ageing. He placed much 
emphasis on coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10), a key component of 
the mitochondrial respiratory chain, which at the time had 
emerged in the public domain as a dietary supplement 
sold as complementary medicine.

Linnane had much success in attracting funds from 
private foundations and benefactions, as well as 
commercial investment capital, to support this broad 

range of activities. Linnane founded the Centre for 
Molecular Biology and Medicine (CMBM) in 1983. The 
CMBM provided the funds and ambience to allow Tony 
and colleagues in the Centre to pursue productive 
research in the three areas mentioned above, as well 
as supporting the basic research of his close academic 
colleagues at Monash and other collaborators in clinical 
settings. Linnane had been Head of Department on 
several occasions during his career at Monash since 
the 1960s. Whilst Linnane was Director of CMBM, in 
1991, he resumed the headship of the Department 
of Biochemistry. He led the process of departmental 
name change (eventually to become Biochemistry 
and Molecular Biology in 1996). But pressures within 
that department, in some measure assisted by forces 
within the university, led to Linnane’s relinquishing the 
departmental headship in 1994. However, the situation 
became even more strained after he stepped down as 
departmental head. Linnane left Monash in 1996 to 
relocate CMBM as an independent incorporated entity 
first at the Repatriation Hospital in Heidelberg and then 
later in its longer term home in the Epworth Hospital in 
Richmond. Linnane retired from Monash as Emeritus 
Professor of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology in 
recognition of his highly meritorious 34-year service to 
the university. Linnane was honoured with AM in 1995 
and was awarded a Centenary Medal on 1 January 2001. 
He was elected as Fellow of the Australian Academy of 
Technological Sciences and Engineering in 1999.

Linnane and his colleagues in the independent CMBM 
pursued the avenues of research and development work 
in bioenergetics and therapeutics aimed at treatment 
of chronic diseases particularly those of ageing, mostly 
with private investment funds and support from private 
foundations. His main scientific contributions after 
1998 were to studies on mtDNA mutations in ageing 
(extending work already commenced in the 1990s at 

In Memoriam

ABS Conference in Brisbane, 1966, from left: 
JE O’Hagen, F Gordon Lennox, Joe Bornstein 

and Tony Linnane taking a tea break.

Senior colleagues in the early days of CMBM 
at Monash, 1985, from left: Sangkot Marzuki, 
Phillip Nagley, Tony Linnane, Bruce Lukins. 

Monash University Archives, IN476.
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Monash), use of CoQ10 in ameliorating bioenergetically 
insufficient physiological or medical situations, and the 
theoretical aspects of oxidation-reduction biochemistry 
underpinning the use of agents such as CoQ10 or vitamin 
C (ascorbic acid).

The CMBM labs at the Epworth Hospital closed in 
2007. But a new phase in Linnane’s work had already 
opened. From about 2000, Tony had been collaborating 
in the biopharmaceutical area with Luis Vitetta, a medical 
scientist then at Swinburne University, Melbourne. In 
2007, Vitetta moved to the Centre for Integrative Clinical 
and Molecular Medicine at the University of Queensland 
(UQ) in Brisbane. Linnane was appointed an Honorary 
Professor at UQ in 2007 to perform consultative work with 
Vitetta at the Princess Alexandra Hospital in Brisbane. 
After Vitetta moved to Sydney in 2013 as Director of 
Medical Research at MedLab Clinical Ltd, both he and 
Linnane became adjunct Professors in the School of 
Medicine at the University of Sydney from 2014. Linnane 
still lived in Melbourne, and his role as consultant and 
advisor allowed his participation in the organisation of 
clinical trials both in Sydney and in Melbourne.

Tony Linnane made many contributions to the Australian 
Biochemical Society (ABS), the forerunner to ASBMB. 
He was NSW State Representative to ABS 1959–1960, 
Secretary of ABS 1961–1966 and President of ABS 
1974–1976. His main contribution as Secretary was 
to ensure an international presence at the annual ABS 
conferences through the bringing of at least one eminent 
international speaker, who would not only participate in 
the conference but who would also visit other locations 
in Australia. In this period, an arrangement was made 
with the Biochemical Society, UK, to sponsor one such 
prominent biochemist to come to Australia each year for 
the annual ABS conference. Linnane was awarded the 

Lemberg Medal of ABS in 1972, and he was made an 
Honorary member of ASBMB in 2005. As President of 
ABS in the mid 1970s, Tony worked hard to bring the 
first IUB Congress to the Southern Hemisphere, and his 
efforts resulted in the 12th IUB Congress being held in 
Perth in 1982. This Congress brought many distinguished 
biochemists to Australia that year. Some visiting speakers 
also participated in satellite meetings, including one at 
Monash and another on the Indian Pacific train from 
Sydney to Perth over three or four days!

Tony became involved in regional as well as international 
organisations. He was President of the Federation of 
Asian and Oceanian Biochemists (FAOB), during 1975–
1977 (FAOB was later to become FAOBMB). He was 
Treasurer of IUBMB for nine years between 1988 to 1997. 
He was a driving force for the IUBMB Conferences held 
in each of the two intervening years between the triennial 
IUBMB Congresses. These took place during the period 
1992 to 2016, the first being held in Nagoya, Japan, and 
the last in Vancouver, Canada. One such conference 
was OzBio2010, held in Melbourne under the leadership 
of Nick Hoogenraad and Phillip Nagley.

Linnane was founding Editor of the IUB-sponsored 
journal Biochemistry International, published by 
Academic Press (Sydney) and running it from his office 
at Monash from 1980 until he left in 1996 (and for a 
further short time after that until 1998). The journal had 
changed its name to Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 
International (BAMBI) in 1993 and, after Linnane left the 
position of Editor in Chief, in 1999 morphed into IUBMB 
Life published later by John Wiley and Co (so continuing 
to the present day). Linnane was awarded the IUBMB 
Distinguished Service Award in 2000. Additionally, in 
1990, he was made an Honorary Member of the American 
Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.

Tony was a determined man for all his adult life, ever 
conscious of the drive to succeed at whatever he turned 
his hand to in the professional sphere. He had a great 
interest in horse racing throughout his life. In the most 
recent decades he enjoyed many happy times with his 
family, often travelling overseas with his wife Daryl and 
the children. Tony had enduring friendships with many 
colleagues in Australia and overseas and, as befits 
one with the ‘old school’ approach, each year he would 
send out a large number of handwritten Christmas and 
Seasons’ Greetings Cards to his friends. Sadly, no such 
cards were received in December 2017.

Phillip	Nagley

This	article	contains	substantial	portions	of	a	similar	
article published in IUBMB Life, reproduced here 
with	permission	from	the	publishers	John	Wiley	and	
Sons.	 ©	 International	 Union	 of	 Biochemistry	 and	
Molecular	Biology.

In Memoriam

Tony in deep conversation with Luis 
Vitetta at a meeting in Melbourne, 2015.
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Paul Gleeson, FAOBMB Representative, reports 
on the FAOBMB Conference and Council 

meeting hosted in Kobe in December 2017.

The 26th FAOBMB International Conference and 90th 
Annual Meeting of the Japanese Biochemical Society 
and 40th Annual Meeting of the Molecular Biology Society 
of Japan, was held in Kobe at the Kobe Port Island 
from 6–9 December 2017. The joint FAOBMB meeting 
was a Consortium of Biological Sciences, flagged as 
‘ConBio2017’ with the participation of more than 20 
other Japanese societies. The convenors of ConBio2017 
were Professor Shigeo Ohno, President of the Japanese 
Biochemical Society, and Professor Akira Shinohara, 
President of Molecular Biology Society of Japan. The 
hosts for the FAOBMB component of ConBio2017 were 
Professor Mayumi Nakanishi (Iwate Medical University), 
the FAOBMB delegate from Japan, and Professor Kiyoshi 
Fukui, Past President of FAOBMB.

This was the first meeting of ConBio, which brought 
together 8000 participants, 10 plenary speakers, a very 
wide range of symposia topics (33) and workshops (129) 
(often more than 20 parallel symposia) and approximately 
4700 posters. The conference was conducted mostly in 
Japanese, with some sessions in English. This reduced 
the accessibility of the talks for non-Japanese speakers. 
Nonetheless, the sessions in English, including the 
FAOBMB symposia, were of very high quality and well 
attended.

The winner of the 2017 FAOBMB Award for Research 
Excellence, given annually to a distinguished biochemist 
or molecular biologist for work carried out in the FAOBMB 
region, was Professor Jamie Rossjohn from Monash 
University, Australia, who gave an outstanding plenary 
lecture on his pioneering work defining the T cell receptor 
(TCR) specificity of a population of mucosal-associated 
invariant T cells, called MAIT cells. Jamie and his 
collaborators in Melbourne have shown that the TCR of 
MAIT cells do not recognise peptide antigens complexed 
by surface MHC molecules, as is the case for classical T 
cells, but rather recognise vitamin B metabolites, derived 
from microbial biosynthesis of riboflavin in the gut. Jamie 
presented his elegant structural data demonstrating the 
specificity of binding of metabolites to the MHC class 
I-like protein, MR1, and the recognition of this complex 
by the TCR of MAIT cells.  Jamie highlighted the potential 
roles of these ‘metabolite’-specific MAIT cells in immunity 
and pathology and how their understanding could have 
important implications for human diseases.

The FAOBMB Entrepreneurship Award is given 
triennially, in recognition of outstanding achievement in 
entrepreneurship in biochemistry or molecular biology, 
particularly innovation and creativity in research or 
technology, and their translation to broader aspects. The 
winner of the 2017 FAOBMB Entrepreneurship Award 
was Professor Masatoshi Hagiwara, Kyoto University 
Graduate School of Medicine, Japan. Masatoshi’s work 
beautifully illustrates the ability to translate exciting new 
basic discoveries in biomedical science and develop 
chemical therapeutics, which are applicable for a range 
of diseases. His range of research interests is most 
impressive with an outstanding record of achievement. 
His talk focused on his research journey beginning 
with the conceptual challenge of how to consider drug 
treatments for patients with congenital diseases. His 
approach was to consider whether the patterns of mRNAs 
transcribed from patients DNAs could be manipulated 
with small chemicals. He successfully identified chemical 
compounds that target members of kinase family 
involved in the regulation of gene expression, including 
chemicals which modulate the level of splicing in a gene-
specific manner. His discoveries on kinase inhibitors has 
led to a venture company, a large number of patents and 

FAOBMB Annual Conference 
in Kobe, Japan

Left: Jamie Rossjohn 
receives the FAOBMB 
Award for Research 
Excellence from Andrew 
Wang (a Past President 
of FAOBMB and IUBMB 
President Elect).

Right: Masatoshi 
Hagiwara receives 

the FAOBMB 
Entrepreneurship Award 

from Zengyi Chang 
(FAOBMB President) and 

Andrew Wang (a Past 
President of FAOBMB and 

IUBMB President Elect).
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a diverse range of translational outcomes. He has also 
made significant contributions to the advancement of 
science in Japan.  

The FEBS-sponsored lecture was delivered by 
Professor Pura Muñoz-Cánoves, Pompeu Fabra 
University, Barcelona, and the Spanish National 
Cardiovascular Research Center, Madrid. Pura is 
interested in decoding the molecular mechanisms 
responsible for the reduced ability of stem cells to 
regenerate with aging. She studies the regeneration 
of skeletal muscle, a process mediated by resident 
‘satellite’ stem cells, which can differentiate and 
form new myofibres. Pura described her combined 
application of bioinformatics and molecular and cellular 
biology to demonstrate that autophagy is important in 
maintaining resting satellite cells in their quietest state in 
healthy tissue, whereas old satellite cells have impaired 
autophagy leading to oxidative stress and functional 
decline. Her work has identified a cellular pathway 
associated with muscle stem cell biology, which could 
be targeted for rejuvenation.

The IUBMB-sponsored FAOBMB Education 
Symposium and Workshop focused on interactive 
teaching strategies and all speakers in this session 
promoted considerable audience participation. Professor  
Keiichiro Suzuki (Hyogo College of Medicine, Japan) 
discussed approaches to team-based learning and 
basic skills analysis in biochemical education to medical 
students. Keiichiro outlined examples relating to diet 
and metabolism, which were analysed by small groups 
of first year students. Dr Marilou Nicolas (University of 
the Philippines, Manila, Philippines) presented strategies 
to ensure students understand basic concepts and how 
to identify misconceptions in students’ understanding. 
Professor Janet Macaulay (Monash University, Australia) 
summarised the vision and role of the International 
Union of Biochemists and Molecular Biology (IUBMB) in 
biochemistry and molecular biology in the 21st century. 
The IUBMB Edward John Wood Fund was established in 

2009 to promote of biochemistry and molecular biology 
education (www.iubmb.org). A major effort of the IUBMB 
was the organisation of the New Horizons in Biochemistry 
and Molecular Biology Education Conference, designed 
to bring the international community of biochemistry and 
molecular biology educators together to discuss current 
practices in the way we teach and what we teach. Janet 
summarised the outcomes of the conference held in 
Rehovot, Israel, during September 2017. Dr Maurizio 
Costabile (University of South Australia, Australia) gave a 
lively talk on the development of an interactive simulation 
for teaching enzyme kinetics and the assessment of 
student performance following implementation of this 
simulation. Likewise, Dr Masha Smallhorn (Flinders 
University, Australia) also gave an engaging presentation 
on inquiry-based laboratory to large cohorts of first year 
students.

Dr Steven Heaton (Monash University, Australia) and 
Dominic Chi-Hiung Ng (University of Queensland, 
Australia) were two of six scientists who received 
FAOBMB Travel Fellowships to attend the conference 
and to deliver oral presentations on their work. Steven 
Heaton presented his work on the DEAD-box helicase 3, 
X-linked (DDX3X) protein, which has a number of roles 
in an antiviral signalling pathway against a wide range 
of divergent viruses. Steven analysed the nuclear import 
of DDX3X using confocal microscopy and analytical 
ultracentrifugation, and defined the minimal exportin-1 
binding motif that is necessary and sufficient for both 
Ran-GTP-dependent binding of DDX3X. Dominic Ng 
described his elegant Drosophila models to dissect the 
functions of a commonly mutated gene associated with 
autosomal recessive primary microcephaly, namely 
wd40-repeat protein 62 (wdr62). Dominic has dissected 
the lineage-specific contributions in glial and neural-
stem cell populations using specific depletion and 

FAOBMB Annual Conference 
in Kobe, Japan

Presenters at the IUBMB-sponsored Education 
Symposium. From left: Janet Macaulay, 

Maurizio Costabile, Keiichiro Suzuki, Marilou 
Nicholas and Masha Smallhorn.

FAOBMB Travel Fellowships winners. From left: 
Sheila Nathan (FAOBMB Fellowships Chair), Danaya 
Pakotiprapha (Thailand), Matias Caldez (Singapore), 

Siti Asmaa Mat Jusoh (Malaysia), Dominic Ng 
(Australia), Anirban Basu (India), Steven Heaton 

(Australia) and Zengyi Chang (FAOBMB President).

http://www.iubmb.org
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overexpression of WHDR62. His studies have shown 
that glial-specific WDR62 regulates neural stem cell 
populations for optimal brain growth.

The FAOBMB Council meeting was held on Tuesday 
5 December 2017, prior to the conference program, 
with Paul Gleeson as the Australian delegate (ASBMB 
representative).  The meeting was attended by delegates 
from 15 of the 21 constituent member countries, the six 
members of the executive committee, Honorary Member 
and Past President of FAOBMB Professor Andrew Wang 
(now IUBMB President Elect) and several observers 
from Japan and other countries in the FAOBMB region. 
The Council meeting was chaired by the FAOBMB 
President, Professor Zengyi Chang (Japan) and the 
Secretary General, Professor Phillip Nagley (Australia). 
In his President’s report, Professor Chang called for 
suggestions of other national societies that could be 
eligible to join FAOBMB, where strengths in education 
and scientific training are considered alongside research. 
Zengyi has also initiated strategies to obtain stable 
funding for the FAOBMB awards and he encouraged 
delegates to be proactive in working with local community 
to support nominations for the various FAOBMB awards.  
Elections for the President Elect of FAOBMB will be held 
during 2018, to take up that office in 2019. 

The FAOBMB Council discussed matters relating to 
maintaining income through subscriptions for FAOBMB 
membership, and strategies for an improved gender 
balance for the FAOBMB awards. The Council also 
confirmed support for the ASBMB to bid for the IUBMB 
congress in Melbourne in 2024. The bid, which is being 
led by Professor Leann Tilley, President of ASBMB, will 
be considered by the IUBMB Executive Committee at 
the IUBMB-FAOBMB Congress in Seoul, Korea, 4–8 
June 2018. 

Professor Phillip Nagley completed his six-year term as 
Secretory General and stepped down at the end of 2017. 
He will remain active within the FAOBMB as the Archivist, 

an important role to ensure the history of the organisation 
is embedded and stored electronically for the future. At 
the Council dinner, Phillip was very warmly thanked by 
Professor Chang for his outstanding contribution to the 
FAOBMB and Phillip gave a wonderful response outlining 
the history of the FAOBMB and the active participation by 
previous Australians in establishing the organisation, with 
notable contributions from previous Presidents Edwin 
Wood, Tony Linnane and William Sawyer, as well as Fyfe 
Bygrave and John de Jersey as Secretary General.

Professor Sheila Nathan (Malaysia) has been elected 
as the incoming Secretary General and took up her 
three-year appointment in January 2018. Paul Gleeson 
has been elected to take up the Chair of the FAOBMB 
Fellowships committee (previously held by Sheila Nathan) 
and, as an FAOBMB Executive Committee member, will 
now relinquish his role as the Australian delegate on the 
FAOBMB Council. The ASBMB has nominated Associate 
Professor Terry Piva (RMIT University) to be the incoming 
Australian delegate on the FAOBMB Council.

The next triennial IUBMB Congress will be held as a joint 
meeting with the FAOBMB Congress in Seoul, Korea, 
4–9 June 2018. In 2019, the 27th FAOBMB Conference 
will be held in Malaysia as a IUBMB ‘welcome meeting’ 
hosted by Professor Yang Mooi Lim and Associate 
Professor Anthony Ho Siong Hock (from the Malaysian 
Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology). The 
28th FAOBMB Conference will be held from June 10–
13, 2020, in Colombo, Sri Lanka. Finally, a bid for the 
16th FAOBMB Congress by the New Zealand Society 
for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (presented by Dr 
Wayne Patrick) to the Council was carried unanimously.  
This Congress in New Zealand will be in November 2021.

Thanks to Professor Phillip Nagley for comments and 
for providing some of the photographs.

FAOBMB Annual Conference 
in Kobe, Japan

Yang Mooi 
Lim and 

Anthony Ho 
Siong Hock 

from MSBMB 
at their booth 

advertising 
the 27th 

FAOBMB 
Conference 

to be held in 
Malaysia in 

2019.

Phillip Nagley receives a gift at the Council dinner in 
recognition of his six-year term as Secretary General 
of FAOBMB from Zengyi Chang (FAOBMB President, 
centre) and Kiyoshi Fukui (FAOBMB Past President).
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New Entry Level Reader 
Configurations	to	Simplify	
Research

Tecan’s popular Infinite® 200 PRO 
series of multimode microplate 
readers has been updated to even 
better serve the life sciences market, 
with a number of new options and 
configurations designed to provide 
flexible and user-friendly solutions for 
entry level research applications. The 
proven and trusted Infinite 200 PRO 
microplate reader has been engineered 
for excellence, and has so far featured 
in more than 1,800 peer reviewed 
articles around the world. Based on 
further customer feedback, it is now 
available in six application-focused 
configurations, allowing researchers 
to choose the perfect solution for their 
specific needs and budget today, with 
the option to upgrade as requirements 
change.

The new, budget-friendly 
configurations include two single- 
and four multi-mode configurations 
for absorbance, luminescence and 
fluorescence detection. Together with 
a range of optional modules, these 
instruments ensure high quality results 
for ELISAs, nucleic acid quantification, 
reporter assay technologies and drug 
discovery applications, including 
HTRF® and fluorescence polarization. 
This upgradable platform can help 
to simplify target applications and 
laboratory workflows, delivering 
performance and value to every lab, 
every day, for every assay.

For more information, visit www.tecan.
com/infinite200pro 

DAINTREE
s c i e n t i f i c
AUSTRALIA
Daintree Scientific Australia is 

proud to present Nabi by Microdigital, 
the affordable nano UV/Vis 
Spectrophotometer. Compact in size 
and lightweight, Nabi is an ideal solution 
for labs where space is at a premium 
and nano volume measurement is 
required (minimum 1μL sample volume). 
Operation of the 7 inch LCD screen is 
easy with minimal steps needed for 
measurements. Results analysis is in 
either single wavelength or spectrum 
selection and end point or kinetic 
mode. Quantitative measurements are 
available for nucleic acids and proteins 
and results can be backed up easily 
using a USB flash drive. 

This handy device complements 
Microdigital’s other specialist 
equipment, the iSBS automated 
sample banking system and the Lumi 
single tube luminometer. The iSBS 
is a remarkable piece of equipment 
capable of the distribution and sealing 
of 500 sample segments per hour in 
sterilised medical grade sample tubes. 
Utilising innovative technology such as 
electro-mechanical sealing (EMS) and 
vacuum-like sealing, ensures oxidation 
of samples is avoided and integrity is 
maintained.

Like the Nabi, the Lumi is a lightweight 
and compact instrument. The Lumi 
has various applications including 
reporter gene assays, ATP assays, 
cell proliferation and environmental 
ecotoxicity. Measuring your sample in 
a 1.5mL microcentrifuge tube, Lumi 
has a simple user interface and 1 year 
warranty.

Working with microplates? The 
Lubi microplate luminometer has you 
covered. Not limited to 96 well plates, 
users can select any commercially 
available well plates among 6, 12, 24, 
48, 96 and 384 well plates.

For information please contact
Murdoch or Moina Macaskill
Daintree	Scientific	Australia
Web www.daintreescientific.com.au
Phone (03) 6376 3335
Email info@daintreescientific.com.au

ASBMB welcomes the following 
new Sustaining Members:
BGI Australia
Daihan Scientific Co Ltd, South Korea
MDPI AG, Switzerland
Millennium Science Pty Ltd
Monash Genome Modification Platform
Rubicon Science Pty Ltd
Sapphire Bioscience

LabGear Australia is pleased to 
announce its appointment as the 
exclusive Australian distributor for 
the Arrayjet range of microarray 
solutions. Arrayjet is a leading provider 
of innovative microarray solutions to 
researchers, drug development groups 
and diagnostic companies across 24 
countries world-wide. Offering a flexible, 
customer focussed approach with 
the provision of Arrayjet Advance™ 
microarray printing services in addition 
to a range of five scalable microarray 
printers, accessories and consumables. 
Arrayjet’s microarray printing technology 
uses a unique, non-contact, inkjet 
printhead that offers unrivalled speed, 
reproducibility and precision to deliver 
high quality microarrays faster than any 
other technology.

Arrayjet has been in the microarray 
market since 2005 with the launch of 
the Marathon microarrayer, the first in 
a range of four microarray instruments 
utilising the company’s unique, non-
contact inkjet technology. Since then, 
Arrayjet has developed the product 
range and diversified the offering 
with the launch of Arrayjet Advance 
microarray services in 2011. LabGear 
Australia will provide full service back-up 
for the full Arrayjet product line. For more 
information please call 1800-LABGEAR 
or email sales@labgearaustralia.com.au

Our Sustaining Members
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For further information contact:-
Scientex Pty Ltd 
Tel 03 9899 6100
Fax 03 9899 6122
Email info@scientex.com.au
www.scientex.com.au 

Human	Protein	Atlas	Project-
Validated Antibodies for the 
Subcellular Proteome

Shimadzu Corporation has released 
the Nexera Mikros, a micro flowrate 
compatible liquid chromatograph mass 
spectrometer system. The Nexera 
Mikros maintains the durability and 
operability of liquid chromatograph 
mass spectrometer (LC-MS) systems 
to date while providing greater than ten 
times the sensitivity.

In recent years, in the field of 
pharmaceutical development, analysis is 
sometimes performed on trace amounts 
of components in blood. Examples 
include studies of the pharmacokinetics 
of new administered drugs, and 
hormones within living organisms. In 
such cases, LC-MS systems compatible 
with nano flowrates have been utilized, 
in order to improve the efficiency of the 
intake of target components to the mass 
spectrometer. However, nano flowrate 
compatible LC-MS systems had room 
for improvement in terms of instrument 
operability and processing speed, such 
as a tendency for pipes to clog, difficulty 
discovering liquid leaks, and the hours 
required for the analysis of a single 
sample.

The Nexera Mikros can accommodate 
a wide range of flowrates, from the 
semi-micro flowrates (100 μL/min to 
500 μL/min), which are often used for 
analysis in existing systems, to micro 
flowrates (1 μL/min to 10 μL/min). This 
system establishes both durability and 
operability while enabling analysis with 
greater than ten times the existing 
sensitivity. Through this product, 
Shimadzu is contributing to improving 
the productivity at pharmaceutical 
companies and clinical consignee 
research organizations.

https://shimadzu.com.au/coming-soon

The Monash Genome Modification 
Platform makes disease models 
for biomedical research, including 
genetically modified mice, rats and 
other species. Our comprehensive 
range of services include CRISPR/
Cas9 technology for rapid production 
of knockouts, knockins, point mutations 
and conditional mutations, classical 
ES CELL gene targeting and chimaera 
production in mice, TRANSGENIC 
animals using BACs, fosmids and 
plasmids, and a broad range of 
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY services 
including BAC recombineering. We also 
import pre-targeted embryonic stem cell 
clones from the International Knockout 
Mouse Consortium for chimaera 
production and germ line transmission, 
having successfully completed well over 
100 projects — see our paper, Cotton et 
al. (2015) PMID 25645994.

We can take you from start to finish, 
from design of your mutation and 
construction of vectors to delivery of 
your genetically modified animal. For all 
our services, we save you time, effort 
and risk by routinely delivering next-
generation positive animals bred from 
founders or chimaeras. Visit our website 
to download pricing, and contact us to 
measure up your project.

Leanne Hawkey
T +61 3 9902 4047
E leanne.hawkey@monash.edu
www.monash.edu/
researchinfrastructure/genome

Circular Dichroism: Analyse 
Protein	Structure	and	Folding

Circular Dichroism uses spectroscopy 
techniques to analyse protein stability 
across several environments including 
temperature, ionic strength as well as the 
display of solutes and small molecules. 
Applied Photophysics offers a range of 
CD spectroscopy and kinetics based 
spectroscopy to suit your application.

Chirascan Q100 provides detailed 
insight into the Higher Order Structure 
(HOS) characteristics of complex 
biomolecules. Reproducible robotics 
and high performance CD spectrometry 
combine to generate quality data 
compatible with the most stringent 
statistical analysis methods. 

Chirascan V100 generates high 
quality data with high sensitivity and 
accuracy for deeper understanding 
of biomolecular characteristics, 
mechanisms and interactions

SX20 Stopped Flow Spectrometer 
used for biological, organic and 
inorganic chemistries. The SX20 
covers enzyme catalysis and reaction 
mechanisms as well as refolding and 
coordination chemistry.

Many researchers are already using 
Applied Photophysics technology to 
assist their research and as a result there 
are many papers and application notes 
available. Please contact us to request a 
copy of any of the application notes and 
many others that are available. 

• Bio-similarity Studies of Serum 
Albumins 

• Optimisation of Protein Formulation
• Stability of Fibronectin Mapping 

Protein Stability
• Optimisation of Buffer for Antibody
• Protein Bilayer Reconstitution
• Protein Chemical Denaturation
• Urea Titration of Proteins

Our Sustaining Members
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ProNex® Size-Selective 
Purification	System

Promega has developed an improved 
magnetic resin-based method for size-
selective DNA purification for NGS 
library preparation and PCR cleanup.   
The ProNex® Size-Selective DNA 
Purification System comprises a novel 
reagent formulation that significantly 
improves performance over traditional 
ds DNA purification methods in both 
manual and automated high-throughput 
workflows. 

• Clean up primers, low MW degraded 
fragments and buffer contaminants 
from PCR products with a simple, 
one-step adjustable protocol.

• Purify NGS library fragments 
centered on a user-defined size with 
a flexible two-step protocol.

• Improve yield and selectivity over 
other similar methods.

• Work with easier to-handle-reagents.

Learn more about superior size 
selection and recovery for NGS and 
PCR at: www.promega.com

Contact: ausmarketing@promega.com 
or call 1800 225 123 for the latest 
promotional offer.

Live	Cell	Imaging	and	
Analysis	using	Quantitative	
Phase	Imaging	(QPI)

The Livecyte is a unique imaging 
system for live cell analysis used to study 
cell functions and behaviour. It can reveal 
the inner details of transparent structures 
without the need for staining or tagging.  

Based on Ptychographic Quantitative 

reagents, enabling these steps to be 
performed in the same tube, with no 
clean-up steps or sample loss. The same 
fragmentation protocol is used for any 
input amount (100	 pg–500	 ng), or GC 
content.

You’ll be thrilled to pieces with the result 
– a reliable, flexible, high-quality library 
prep that is fast and scalable.

For more information about the 
NEBNext Ultra II FS DNA Library Prep 
Kit, view the data at NEBNextUltraII.com 
or email info@genesearch.com.au to 
request a free sample.

Heat	Shock	Proteins	from	
Cayman Chemical 

Heat shock response is an immediate 
and highly conserved reprogramming of 
cellular activities in response to stress. It 
involves the rapid synthesis of a battery 
of cytoprotective heat shock proteins 
(HSPs) and the post-transcriptional 
inhibition of normal protein synthesis 
to regulate the folding and remodelling 
of proteins. By repairing and adapting 
to damage caused by stress, this 
fundamental pathway confers tolerance 
to future cellular injuries and reduces 
cell death. Though HSPs are generally 
responsible for remediating damage 
to proteins in response to high levels 
of heat, they may also be induced 
by environmental stressors such as 
oxidants, viral infection, heavy metal 
exposure, ethanol consumption, 
amino acid analogues, ischaemia, and 
disruptions to energy metabolism. Under 
normal conditions, HSPs also participate 
in nascent protein synthesis with a 
necessary role in quality control. Cayman 
Chemical offers an extensive range 
of active, pure and full length human 
recombinant HSPs, co-chaperones, 
inhibitors, and antibodies to detect heat 
shock transcription factors. Cayman 
Chemical products are available 
exclusively from Sapphire Bioscience in 
Australia and New Zealand.

Sapphire Bioscience Pty Ltd
sales@sapphirebioscience.com
www.sapphirebioscience.com

Phase Imaging (QPI) technology, 
individual cells and cell populations can 
be automatically tracked and analysed 
for phenotypic and kinetic behaviour over 
several hours or days. 

A large field of view ensures that highly 
motile cells are not “lost” during long 
time-courses. High contrast images 
and videos can be generated which 
are artefact free and quantitative in the 
absence of labels or high intensity light 
imaging which can potentially disturb 
normal cell functions.

With the ability to automatically analyse 
multiple parameters simultaneously 
from a single experiment, scientists 
can accurately and efficiently define 
the impact of experimental conditions 
on each and every cell.  This makes 
the Livecyte pertinent across a wide 
range of application areas including 
immunological, neurobiological, cancer 
and basic cell biology research. 

ATA Scientific is pleased to be the new 
local distributor for the Livecyte™ Cell 
Imaging and Analysis system developed 
by UK-based company Phasefocus™. 

For further details contact us
ATA	Scientific	Pty	Ltd
(02) 9541 3500
enquiries@atascientific.com.au
www.atascientific.com.au

DNA	Library	Prep	in	Three	
Steps

Do you need a faster or more reliable 
solution for DNA fragmentation 
and library construction for Illumina 
libraries? Our new NEBNext Ultra II FS 
DNA Library Prep Kit meets the dual 
challenges of constructing high quality 
next gen sequencing libraries from ever-
decreasing input amounts and simple 
scalability.

Further, this kit provides a fragmentation 
and library prep solution that can handle 
different input amounts and sample 
types, quickly and reliably.

The Ultra II FS kit includes a new 
fragmentation reagent, which is also 
combined with end repair and dA-tailing 
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A Density Gradient 
Fractionator for Isolation 
of Macromolecules

Density gradient centrifugation (DGC) 
separates particles based on size 
and/or density. The applications for 
this technology includes separation 
of organelles, isolation of proteins, 
separation of mRNA and DNA, and 
protein interaction studies.

Manual fraction collection post-DGC 
can be inaccurate and runs the risk 
of perturbing the discretely formed 
bands containing the macromolecules 
of interest. Using the Brandel Density 
Gradient Fractionation System, 
errors stemming from manual 
fractionation can be avoided. 

Comprising of a tube piercer, 
syringe pump, UA-6 detector and R1 
fraction collector, it is an automated 
system designed for the collection of 
macromolecules in precisely measured 
fractions. A continuous absorbance 
profile is generated as the gradient is 
displaced by a dense chase solution in 
an upwards bulk-flow. This minimises 
zone broadening and mixing, resulting 
in a gradient resolution that remains 
intact every time to enable the collection 
of high purity fractions. Additionally, 
zones that are undetectable by other 
methods can now be resolved.

Also available is the optional real-time 
data acquisition software, Peak Chart, 
for viewing, analysing and editing the 
recorded separation data. 

For more information, please contact:
Dr Cher-Lynn Soh 
GeneWorks	Pty	Ltd
Phone (08) 8159 6250
Email cherlynns@geneworks.com.au
www.brandel.com
www.facebook.com/GW.loves.science

We are looking forward to an exciting 
year in 2018. Our new online training 
portal has launched with our first training 
online course. Join us for our R for 
Biochemists 101 training course (www.
biochemistry.org/Training), led by Dr 
Paul Brennan from Cardiff University, 
which begins on 5 March. 

Applications are open for our Scientific 
Outreach Grants (www.biochemistry.
org/Grants/ScientificOutreachGrants). 
These grants of up to £1000 support 
direct costs and expenses associated 
with scientific outreach activities 
that communicate the excitement of 
molecular bioscience to young people 
and the community. If you’re thinking 
of applying, you might find it interesting 
to read reports from previous recipients 
which are available on our website. 

Another way of getting involved with 
the Society is our popular Science 
Communication Competition which is 
now open for 2018 entries. This is a 
great opportunity for undergraduate 
and postgraduate students to showcase 
their SciComm talents in two categories; 
written and video. There are some great 
prizes on offer, including a mentoring 
session with a professional science 
communicator, so please do promote 
this throughout your institution. Find 
out more: www.biochemistry.org/ 
ScienceCommunicationCompetition

This year for World Cancer Day we 
joined forces with the Institute of Cancer 
Research, London to bring to you a 
#WorldCancerDay quiz. Take this quiz, 
developed by ICR researchers together 
with the Biochemical Society, to learn 
things you never knew about the history, 
development and treatment of this 
disease; and discover how we make the 
discoveries that will defeat cancer. Test 
your knowledge now: www.qzzr.com/c/
quiz/456258/worldcancerday-quiz 

Bacterial	and	Viral	Antigens
The Native Antigen Company are the 

experts in production of bacterial and 
viral antigens.

The Native Antigen Company 
specialises in development and 
manufacture of native and recombinant 
viral and bacterial antigens. The 
company’s antigens are used by 
pharmaceutical and IVD manufacturers 
in vaccine research and serology 
where proper folding and glycosylation 
are vital. As well as offering antigens 
from a rapidly expanding portfolio, the 
company undertakes bespoke product 
development and custom manufacture 
using its proprietary mammalian cell 
protein expression system.

The company provides natively 
produced, high purity antigens and 
toxins presented in a variety of formats, 
including: glycerol, frozen, lyophilised 
and as cell lysates.

The available bacterial antigens 
include Bordetella pertussis, Chlamydia, 
Clostridium difficile, Mycoplasma, 
Neisseria gonorrhoeae and Vibrio 
cholerae. 

The Company produces viral antigens 
from a range of established and 
emerging viral diseases which include: 
Chikungunya Virus, Crimean Congo 
Hemorrhagic Fever Virus, Ebola Virus, 
EBV, HIV, Influenza Virus, Lassa Fever 
Virus, Mayaro Virus, Oropouche Virus, 
ParvoVirus, Respiratory Syncytial Virus, 
Vaccinia Virus, Japanese Encephalitis 
Virus, Tick-Borne Encephalitis Virus, 
Usutu Virus, Zika Virus, AdenoVirus, 
Astro Virus, CMV, Dengue Virus, HSV, 
West Nile Virus and Yellow Fever Virus.

BioNovus Life Sciences
David Antonjuk
Ph: (02) 9484-0931
Email: info@bionovuslifesciences.com.au
Web: www.bionovuslifesciences.com.au
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The	Highest	Quality	Genomic	
and Proteomic Measurements

The Lunatic microvolume plate reader 
is a powerful quality control tool offering 
high-speed automated quantification 
of DNA, RNA or proteins. It is the only 
system that can batch quantify in the 
wide dynamic concentration range 0.02 
to 200 mg/mL with no need for dilution.

Lunatic provides the most reliable 
results possible. The revolutionary 
Unmix application extends the capability 
of the classic UV/Vis applications by 
automatically determining impurities 
that other systems using A260 
protocols fail to take into account. Thus, 
Lunatic goes beyond other instruments 
reporting sample purity making it 
unique.

The flexible Lunatic Client software 
facilitates easy reader set-up and 
optimises your workflow with self-
defined import/export templates. 

Microfluidic Lunatic Plates requiring 
just 2µl of sample, protect samples 
from evaporation and contamination 
prior to measurement ensuring sample 
and measurement integrity.  The 
plates eliminate repetitive and time-
consuming drop and clean actions 
required by other systems.

The batch processing nature of the 
system minimises human intervention 
while maximising throughput. Operation 
is as simple as drop, load and read. 
Big Lunatic measures 96 samples in 5 
minutes while Little Lunatic needs only 
2 minutes to measure 16 samples.
For more information contact
AXT	Pty	Ltd
www.axt.com.au
info@axt.com.au 
02 9450 1359 

Ergonomics,	Accuracy,	
Reliability	and	Design

All you need is minimum force to 
pipette the correct quantities for perfect 
results. Up to 40% of lab professionals 
suffer from injuries related to pipette 
use. Reduce your risk of injury by 
using Sartorius pipettes from Pathtech 
- designed for natural hand movement 
and optimal workflow.

•	 Low	plunger	force 
Low pipetting force will ease 
your workload and protects you 
from strain. Even if you pipette 
for extended periods during your 
work-day, this will substantially 
reduce your risk of Work-Related 
Upper Limb Disorders and RSI 
(Repetitive Strain Injury).

•	 Ergonomic	handle 
The unique design of the handle 
and finger hook design lets the 
pipette rest lightly in your hand, 
saving you from having to grip the 
handle tightly.

•	 Volume	locking	mechanism 
The ergonomic Sartorius Optilock 
feature prevents accidental 
volume changes while pipetting 
and provides flexibility for volume 
adjustment during both one and 
two-handed use.

•	 Easy	tip	loading 
The Sartorius Optiload feature with 
spring-loaded tip cones ensures 
tip loading with perfect sealing and 
minimal force.

•	 Soft	tip	ejection 
To protect your hand, Sartorius 
Optiject effortlessly enables the 
tip to detach in a smooth and 
controlled way.

For further information on our 
Sartorius Pipette Range, contact the 
Pathtech Team at info@pathtech.
com.au	or call 1800 069 161

Professor Peter Karuso: 
A	Shining	Light	in	the	Deep

Professor Peter Karuso, from the 
Department of Molecular Sciences at 
Macquarie University, recently set sail 
on the CSIRO’s purpose-built research 
vessel, the RV Investigator, on a 31 day 
voyage that covered over 2,600 nautical 
miles off the Western Australian coast.

Peter’s aim, whilst on the RV 
Investigator, was to sample sponges 
from 20–120 m depths and assess 
the correlation between fluorescence 
in these sponges with the presence of 
symbiotic cyanobacteria or unicellular 
algae. As there is only blue light left 
below 100 m, if the sponges contained 
fluorophores that converted blue to red 
light, this would aid photosynthesis in 
deeper water in return for organic nitrogen 
and carbon from the cyanobacteria. 
Peter’s particular interest in marine 
and fluorescent natural products 
focusses on the application of small 
molecules to biological systems, their 
ecological significance and applications 
in biotechnology. On the voyage, Peter 
sampled over 100 sites, collected 20.5 
tonnes of sponge and preserved 1,551 
sponge tissue samples.

BMG LABTECH Australia kindly 
supported this research by loaning a 
CLARIOstar microplate reader, which 
made on board fluorescence and 
absorption readings possible. Because 
of the labile nature of chlorophylls, 
without the onboard access to the 
CALRIOstar the sponge chlorophyll/
fluorescence survey would not have 
been possible.
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Abcam announced earlier this year 
several strategic collaborations to 
develop a wide range of fast and 
reproducible screening tools for 
researchers.  

Abcam will collaborate with TTP 
Labtech to develop sol-R reagent kits 
that include Abcam’s highly validated 
and quality assured antibodies, 
combined with the reliability of 
sol-R coded beads and mirrorball® 
fluorescence cytometry technology 
from TTP Labtech.

Abcam also signed an exclusive 
license agreement with Roche to 
supply the product portfolio of Spring 
Bioscience Corporation for research 
use only. This includes 243 recombinant 
rabbit monoclonal antibodies as well as 
over 500 additional products.

Abcam and Molecular Devices will 
work together to develop a wide range 
of fast and reproducible screening 

tools for researchers. The strategic 
collaboration will combine CatchPoint 
fluorescence technology with Abcam’s 
high-quality antibodies and SimpleStep 
ELISA expertise.

In addition to these collaborations, 
Abcam continues to develop its own 
portfolio, and now offers 11,400+ 
recombinant antibodies, 1,150+ 
KnockOut Validated antibodies and 
500+ SimpleStep 90-minute ELISA 
kits. To search for your target of interest 
or for more information, visit us at 
www.abcam.com, email au.orders@
abcam.com or call 1800 024 968.

Routine	Cytokine	Services	
Now Available

You routinely outsource your DNA 
sequencing, so why not your cytokine 
and protein biomarker analysis too? 
We can offer “per sample” pricing with 

no minimum sample numbers on 
our regular fortnightly runs. If you’re 
interested in a range of cytokines, but 
don’t have the resources to invest in full 
multiplex kits, our new Routine Cytokine 
Service might be just for you! 

For human samples we are offering a 
10-plex and a 25-plex, and for mouse 
samples we are offering a 10-plex and 
a 20-plex. If you have more than 20 
samples, or work on a different species, 
speak to us about our Custom Multiplex 
Service. We have years of experience 
tailoring custom multiplex experiments 
for many satisfied researchers.

Crux Biolab is the new name of elisakit.
com, which has been making ELISA kits 
here in Australia since 2011. Since 2014 
we have also been helping researchers 
by running multiplex protein assays, 
which are now the focus of Crux.

For more information please contact us
Crux Biolab
www.cruxbiolab.com.au
info@cruxbiolab.com.au
1300 941 991
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ComBio2018
23–26 September 2018
International Convention Centre Sydney

Early Registration/
Abstract Submission Deadline:
Friday 22 June 2018

The conference is the combined meetings 
of the ASBMB, ASPS, ANZSCDB, NZSPB 
and NZSBMB with the International Society 
of Differentiation (ISD) partnering with the 
ANZSCDB.

ComBio2018 will be held at the brand new 
spectacular International Convention Centre 
Sydney on the Darling Harbour waterfront, 
which is within walking distance of the city, 
Harbour Bridge and a variety of reasonably 
priced restaurants, hotels and apartments.

The keynote speaker is Randy Wayne 
Schekman, a Nobel Prize-winning American 
professor of molecular and cell biology at 
the University of California, Berkeley. The 
program will feature a number of other 

24th	IUBMB–15th	
FAOBMB	Congress
4–9 June 2018
Seoul, Korea
This is a triennial Congress of IUBMB, 
combined with the FAOBMB Congress 
when held in our region. A Young 
Scientist Program will be held 2–4 
June 2018.
Further information:
Email: info@iubmb2018.org
Website: www.iubmb2018.org

overseas plenary presentations from some 
of the best international scientists together 
with a number of society speciality lectures. 
Two poster sessions are also planned. The 
scientific program of the conference will 
include the themes:
• Plant Biology
• Developmental, Stem Cell and 

Regenerative Biology
• Immunology, Infection, Host
• Proteins and Structural Biology
• Omics, Epigenetics and Bioinformatics
• Cell Biology and Signalling
• Biochemistry and Metabolism
• Emerging Technologies
• Education

Further information:
www.combio.org.au/combio2018

Conference Chair:
Liz Harry – Liz.Harry@uts.edu.au

Registration/Exhibition
Sally Jay – combio@asbmb.org.au

27th FAOBMB Conference
19–22 August 2019
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
The 27th FAOBMB Conference 
will have the general theme of 
‘Biomolecules: Networks and Systems’ 
with a focus on mosquito-borne 
illnesses.
Further information:
Email: faobmbkl2019@gmail.com
Website: www.faobmbkl2019.com

Forthcoming Meetings
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Sally Jay
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CHAIR	OF	COMMUNICATIONS 
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Associate	Professor	Terrence	
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School of Medical Sciences
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Professor Briony Forbes
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Flinders University
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